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Background 

The principle goal of science is to develop models that describe nature. The information obtained from 

these models increases our understanding of (complex) phenomena and consequently enables us to 

exercise control over such phenomena. For instance, knowledge concerning medical conditions enables us 

to better control the condition through treatment, prevention, etc. In general, knowledge is acquired by 

distinguishing components of a phenomenon and then investigating the function of each component. In 

time, the parts are reintegrated in order to gain insight regarding the whole of the phenomenon. This 

strategy has been employed throughout history and is still employed whenever we are confronted with 

phenomena we cannot (fully) explain or comprehend.  

Pain is a specific example of a phenomenon that human beings are often confronted with and would like to 

control. In particular, long-lasting pain that lacks a clear physical cause (chronic benign pain) is a 

phenomenon that is not yet fully understood and raises many questions about its origin and treatability. In 

2000, approximately 15% of the general population in the Netherlands suffered from chronic a-specific low 

back pain. This prevalence is expected to increase by another 14% before 2020 (RIVM). Chronic benign pain 

is clearly a highly prevalent phenomenon that not only inconveniences those subjected to the pain but also 

substantially burdens health care systems. Treatment for low back pain and for chronic pain in general is 

often non-optimal (Mes, 2007). Although the average outcome of treatment programs is often positive, 

previous research has demonstrated a large variability around this average (Mes, 2007). This essentially 

means that, although some patients are treated successfully, other patients experience no improvement 

and, in some cases, patients even get worse, e.g. report an increase in pain. All kinds of pain-treatments can 

be considered, at least in part, ‘non-optimal’ because knowledge regarding etiologic, pain persistent and 

treatment mechanisms of chronic pain is still limited. The complex co-morbidity surrounding pain (Tunks et 

al, 2008, Von Korff et al, 2005) in addition to the multidimensional nature of pain (Melzak, 1999) and 

difficulties with respect to pain measurement, likely contribute to this lack of knowledge. Before going into 

detail on these factors, the historical background and definitions of pain will first be discussed.  

Since ancient time, scientists have attempted to explain the mysteries of pain. Culture and time seem to 

determine how pain is defined. In ancient Egypt and India, pain without physical damage was considered to 

be caused by gods and spirits as punishment for human folly (Bonica, 1990). In the seventeenth century, 

Descartes (1664) argued that pain was directly related to an external noxious stimulus. Pain signals were 

transmitted to the brain via a fixed pathway of nerves which looked like tubes consisting of a large number 

of threads. Descartes’ conception of pain was the precursor to the first pain theory formulated, namely the 

specificity theory. The specificity theory posited that pain is a specific sensation that is separate from touch 
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and has its own apparatus. The specificity theory further assumed that pain is proportional to physical 

damage. Although this theory seemed plausible, it failed to explain both clinical observations of pain in the 

absence of noxious stimuli and the absence of pain despite severe injury (Beecher, 1946). As a result, the 

paradigm surrounding pain shifted from a purely physical explanation of pain to a predominantly 

psychological explanation (e.g. operant conditioning (Fordyce et al., 1976) and social learning theory (Craig, 

1983)). However, these theories and their corresponding unidimensional models were found to 

inadequately explain all circumstances in which pain can occur. Consequently, by the mid-sixties, the first 

multidimensional model of pain, namely the Gate Control Theory (GCT), was formulated. This theory, 

described by Melzack and Wall (1965), states that pain is the result of an interaction between three systems 

(dimensions) that are active in the processing of nociceptive stimuli: a) the sensory-discriminative system 

which reflects the processing of nociceptive stimuli under normal circumstances; b) the motivational-

affective system which concerns the affective response as a direct reaction to the stimulus; and c) the 

cognitive-evaluative system which concerns the emotional discomfort that is caused by the pain. 

Additionally, the GCT postulates a gate mechanism in the dorsal horns of the spinal cord which regulates the 

passage of nociceptive signals from peripheral nerves to the central nervous system (CNS). The opening and 

closing of the gate is hypothesized to be influenced by ascending peripheral nerves and descending nerves 

from the CNS. Through these descending nerves from the CNS, cognitive and psychological factors can 

influence pain.  

Throughout the years, brain research has attempted to map brain areas and pathways involved in the 

processing of pain. These different structures are depicted in Figure 1 and include the anterior cingulate 

cortex, the amygdala, the thalamic nuclei, the hippocampus, the primary and secondary cortices, the 

primary and secondary motor cortices, the prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices, the basal ganglia, the 

periaqueductal grey matter and the cerebellum. These brain areas are often collectively referred to as the 

‘pain matrix’ (Willis et al., 1997; Peyron et al, 2000; Apkarian et al, 2006). Connecting lines between the 

different brain areas indicate that the corresponding areas influence one another. These brain regions are 

also activated in response to non-noxious stimuli, thus suggesting that a specific pain centre in the brain 

does not exist. 
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Figure 1. The Pain Matrix adopted from Kuper & Kehlet (2006). SI=primary somatosensory cortex. SII=secondary 

somatosensory cortex. PPC=posterior partial cortex. DLPF=dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. OFC=orbitofrontal cortex. 

SMA=supplementary motor cortex. ACC=anterior cingulated cortex. Ins=insula. Thal=thalamus. LN=lenticular nuclei. 

NA=nucleus accumbens. Amy=amygdale. Hyp=hypothalamus. PAG=periaquaductal grey. DP=dorsal pons. 

Cereb=cerebellum. MI=primary motor cortex. 

 

The theoretical foundation of most pain research today is still rooted in the GCT thus reflecting acceptance 

of multidimensionality in the study of pain. In fact, the definition provided by the International Association 

of the Study of Pain (IASP, 1979) is as follows: “Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience 

associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage”, Clearly, pain is 

not considered to be merely influenced by physical damage but also by psychological, cognitive and 

environmental factors (Figure 2). Pain research conducted in the last three to four decades has largely been 

focused on demonstrating this multidimensionality. Studies have found that depression and anxiety 

influences the persistence of pain (Linton, 2000; Van Korff & Miglioretti, 2005). Furthermore, cognitive and 

environmental factors have been demonstrated to influence pain (McBeth et al, 2003; Picavet et al, 2002).  
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Pain research, is restricted by a fundamental problem, namely that pain is a subjective experience. Because 

of this subjectivity, pain cannot directly be measured. Strictly speaking, only pain derivatives can be 

measured. Measurement is further complicated by the multidimensional character of pain as most 

instruments only measure a single aspect of pain. Perhaps the most frequently used instruments are the 

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and the Numeric Rating Scale (NRS). These subjective measures assess the 

amount of pain but are sensitive to various kinds of bias including memory bias (Magnusson et al, 1995) and 

experimenter bias (Branch et al., 2000).  

In an attempt to measure relatively unbiased pain responses, psychophysiological measures such as skin 

conductance (Peters & Schmidt, 1991), heart rate (Lindh et al., 1997), electromyography (Collins et al., 

1982) and finger pulse volume (Arntz & Lousberg, 1990) have been employed. In recent decades, a time-

locked derivative of the electroencephalogram termed the Event-Related Potential (ERP) has also been used 

as a psychophysiological measure of pain. In contrast to the aforementioned psychophysiological measures, 

specific ERP components have been found to correlate relatively high with subjective pain estimates. 

Studies report correlations between specific peak amplitudes and subjective pain ratings of 0.4 to 0.5 

(Miltner, 1989; Bromm et al, 1998). The ERP is considered to represent the averaged cortical processing of a 

 

Figure 2. Loesers “onion” model of pain illustrating the multidimensionality of pain. Adopted from Deardorff 

(2004). 
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specific stimulus (e.g. pain stimulus). As such, the ERP is a summary measure of all processes that are 

involved in the response to a pain stimulus. However, the spatial resolution of the ERP is considered low 

because the electrical responses are smeared over the scalp and thus the localisation of the generator is 

difficult (Devinsky & D’Esposito, 2004). More recently developed brain imaging techniques such as PET or 

fMRI are superior in that area. Nonetheless, the ERP provides the most direct measure of neuronal activity 

(Kupers & Kehlet, 2006) because the temporal resolution is especially high. Processes that are active in 

response to a pain stimulus can be measured directly within milliseconds. In other words, the ERP is a 

measure of function whereas fMRI and PET are measures of brain structures. Therefore, the ERP seems to 

be a promising objective measure of pain when investigating pain mechanisms. There are, however, several 

questions about the interpretation and the (statistical) handling of Event-Related Potentials. The following 

chapters of this dissertation will address these questions.  

 

This dissertation 

In the context of the theoretical background and framework described above, this dissertation endeavours 

to increase our understanding of chronic pain through a series of studies employing the promising 

technique of ERP as an objective measure of pain. Five specific questions regarding the use and the 

implications of the ERP technique were formulated: 1) How can ERP best be handled in a statistical manner 

when we want to obtain (detailed) information about pain mechanisms?; 2) How do amplitudes of pain-

ERPs relate to subjective ratings of pain and is this relationship influenced by factors such as stimulus 

intensity and habituation?; 3) Can we use pain-ERPs obtained in the laboratory to predict clinical pain?; 4) Is 

there a difference in habituation of cortical pain processing between chronic pain patients and pain-free 

control subjects?; and 5) What role do gene polymorphisms play in the cortical processing of pain?  

 

Preliminary findings 

Chapter 2 describes a study that functioned as a precursor of the studies described in the later chapters. 

The goal of this study was twofold. It firstly sought to demonstrate the multidimensionality of pain by 

showing the psychological factor neuroticism moderates the cortical processing of pain. Secondly, it 

endeavoured to show that neuroticism was not, as often thought, a homogeneous but rather a 

heterogeneous concept. Based on findings from previous studies, we hypothesized that two subfacets of 

neuroticism, namely anxiety and depression, have a dissimilar moderating effect on the pain-ERP. Studies 

investigating the influence of anxiety on pain are straightforward in stating that anxiety increases pain 
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responses (Gibson et al., 1991; Munafo & Stevenson, 2001; Tang et al., 2005). The results of studies on 

depression and pain are inconsistent, reporting in some cases, that pain augments depression, and in 

others, that pain reduces the effects of depression (Hansenne et al., 2000; Lépine & Briley, 2004; 

McWilliams et al., 2004). Consequently, the way in which these subfacets of neuroticism influence the 

cortical processing of pain was investigated independently in this preliminary study.  

 

Statistical handling of ERP data 

The ERP technique, often used in pain research, is considered to be a more objective measure compared to 

subjective ratings. Since its inception, many developments regarding how ERP data should be been handled, 

have taken place. Of these, most have focused on how ERP is recorded and how the data can best be 

processed. Little attention, however, has been paid to how ERP data can best be handled statistically. The 

traditional statistical approach, which is still frequently used in current ERP research, entails averaging trials 

and performing t-tests or analyses of variance (ANOVAs) to test for statistical differences between groups. 

Unfortunately, there are difficulties with this approach (Hoormann et al, 1998; Nikulin et al, 2007; Mazaheri 

& Jensen, 2008). Chapter 3 outlines these difficulties and proposes a new approach to the statistical 

handling of pain-ERP data. The aim of this study was to demonstrate the advantages of using multilevel 

analysis in ERP research and to demonstrate that this tool is not only appropriate but even necessary in 

fundamental research on pain.  

 

The relationship between pain-ERPs and subjective ratings of experimental versus clinical pain  

As stated above, ERPs are considered to be good correlates of the pain experience. In order to apply this 

knowledge clinically, we need to understand the relationship between pain-ERPs and the subjective 

experience of pain. Previous research has demonstrated positive correlations between the amplitude of 

specific peak components and the subjective experience of pain (Harkins & Chapman, 1978; Chen et al, 

1979; Garcia-Larrea et al, 1997). In chapter 4, we re-examined the association between ERPs and the 

subjective experience of pain in a more comprehensive manner. Using multilevel analyses, the relationship 

between ERP and subjective pain ratings was studied while taking into account specific confounders such as 

intensity and habituation.  

An additional and important issue is the transferability of experimental findings to daily life. As such, it is 

important that we understand how the cortical processing of experimental pain measured in laboratories 

relates to chronic pain in daily life. Can we root our assumptions about chronic pain in ERP data and can this 
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data be used to predict chronic pain? Evidently, in order to apply the findings of ERP data in clinical practice, 

it is imperative that we understand how pain-ERPs relate to clinical pain. Similar investigations have been 

conducted previously in research on depression but not in pain research. Consequently, chapter 5 

investigates whether ERPs obtained in the laboratory predict pain ratings completed by participants in the 

two weeks following the experiment.  

 

Differences in cortical pain processing between chronic low back pain patients and pain-free control 
subjects 
 
Low back pain is a frequently reported pain complaint. In most cases, low back pain disappears 

spontaneously within one or two weeks. However, in approximately 10-20% of the cases, the pain persists 

in the absence of a clear physical cause (Bekkering et al., 2003). An important question in pain research is: 

Why do some people develop chronic low back pain while most others do not? What is the difference 

between chronic pain patients and pain-free control subjects? Previous research has frequently attempted 

to find a mechanism that explains why some people develop chronic pain after an acute injury and others 

do not. A deficit in habituation to painful stimuli has been proposed as an explanation for the chronification 

of pain. However, only a limited number of studies have actually investigated whether chronic pain patients 

do indeed have a greater deficit in habituation than in comparison to pain-free control subjects (Brandt & 

Schmidt, 1987; Peters et al., 1989; Arntz et al, 1990; Valeriani et al, 2003; Tommaso et al., 2005). Chapter 6 

describes a study that endeavoured to comprehensively examine differences in habituation of experimental 

pain stimuli between chronic pain patients and pain-free control subjects. More specifically, this study 

investigated whether chronic pain patients had reduced habituation compared to pain-free control subjects 

via multilevel analyses with ERPs as the outcome measure. Furthermore, since previous literature has 

demonstrated that depression and pain are related and that depression can an influence pain-ERPs (Tang et 

al., 2008; Young et al., 2008), the moderating influence of depression on differences in habituation was also 

investigated.  

Genetic factors may also play a role in inter-individual differences in pain and, as such, may in part explain 

why some people develop chronic pain while most others do not. Previous research has proposed specific 

‘pain gene candidates’, namely COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G (Šerý et al., 2005; 

Max et al., 2006; Buskila, 2007). Unfortunately, experimental research concerning these polymorphisms is 

scarce. Consequently, the aim of the study discussed in chapter 7 was to investigate the influence of these 

polymorphisms on the cortical processing of pain. In this study, we explored whether the possible influence 

of polymorphisms differed between chronic pain patients and pain-free control subjects.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of neuroticism (N) and its different subfacets 

anxiety (N-anx) and depression (N-dep) on cortical pain processing expressed as event-related potentials 

(ERPs). Seventy-five healthy subjects received electrical pain stimuli under condition of simultaneous 

EEG registration. Multiple regression analyses were conducted to study the amount of pain-ERP 

variance. ERP variance was explained by neuroticism and its subfacets. Neuroticism (N) moderated the 

way pain was processed cortically. Higher levels of N were associated with higher pain-ERP amplitudes. 

Within this association, differential sub-facet effects were observed: N-anx reduced, whereas N-dep 

augmented pain-ERP amplitudes. A personality trait reflecting bias towards negative emotions may 

moderate the way pain is processed cortically, with directionally different effects depending on whether 

the trait is expressed predominantly in the realm of anxiety or depression.  
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Introduction 

Pain is a frequent and multidimensional phenomenon that often runs a chronic course. Despite 

extensive research, many questions remain. Pain is not merely a physical experience, as it is also 

moderated by psychosocial, cognitive and cultural factors (Melzack & Wall, 1965). How these factors 

interact together to give rise to the conscious appraisal of pain, is unclear and likely complex. More 

insight into the basic causal mechanisms of (chronic) pain is crucial in order to develop more effective 

treatments. 

Some of the most important moderators are in the realm of personality, in particular the personality 

trait referred to as neuroticism (N). N is defined as a tendency to experience negative emotions in 

stressful situations (Costa & McCrae, 1985). Studies have consistently reported positive associations 

between N and the experience of pain (Costa & McCrae, 19820; Wade et al, 1992). However, different 

and, at times, opposing explanations have been proposed for the underlying causal mechanism of this 

association (BenDebba et al, 1997; Johnson, 2003). 

The relation between N and pain is often explained in terms of over-reporting of pain-related complaints 

and an exaggerated expression of disturbance. Groth-Marnat and Fletcher (2000) suggest that persons 

with high levels of N tend to be more focused on their bodily states than others and thus report more 

physical complaints. According to Costa and McCrae (1985), physical complaints of persons high in N are 

best viewed as exaggerations of bodily concerns, linking neuroticism to hypochondria. In contrast, 

Johnson (2003) suggests that rather than prone to over-reporting or exaggeration, individuals high in N 

are truly more vulnerable to physical symptoms, whereas Harkins and colleagues (1989) propose that N 

impacts on the cognitive appraisals associated with the processing of pain stimuli such as meaning and 

implications. A further observation is that those scoring high on N perceive experimental pain as well as 

chronic pain as more disturbing than others (Harkins et al, 1989). This latter finding suggests that N does 

not moderate the pain intensity perceived, but rather that N is associated with the immediate 

unpleasantness induced by pain (Harkins et al, 1989; Wade et al, 1992). 

The conflicting explanations revolving around N and the experience of pain may in part be the result of 

methodological and conceptual difficulties. Pain research is restricted by a fundamental problem. Pain is 

a subjective experience and therefore direct measurement is not possible. As a more objective 

alternative for bias-prone self-report questionnaires, Event (pain) Related Potentials (ERP) are 

increasingly employed. This psychophysiological measure represents time-locked cortical processing. 

Relatively strong associations (r = 0.4-0.5) have been reported between ERP peak amplitudes and 
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subjective ratings of pain (Miltner et al, 1989). However, despite these encouraging findings, ERPs have 

rarely been used in elucidating the relationship between pain and personality. 

A further issue is that neuroticism is generally treated as a homogeneous concept. However, factor-

analytic approaches suggest that N represents a heterogeneous set of traits. The NEO big five 

Personality Inventory distinguishes 6 facets of N, namely anxiety, impulsivity, depression, self-

consciousness, irritability and vulnerability. Despite their separate delineation, these subfacets of N have 

rarely been studied separately in relation to pain. However, some of the subfacets of N have been 

studied as a clinical state rather than a trait. Many studies have demonstrated that (chronic) pain can be 

influenced by depression and anxiety as a (clinical) state (Keogh et al, 2004; Feeney, 2004). 

Unfortunately, the manner in which pain is influenced by these concepts remains unclear. With respect 

to anxiety research, the results are mixed. Anxiety can be divided in state anxiety and trait anxiety. The 

general consensus is that state anxiety increases pain sensitivity. Anxiety related to pain, such as 

preoperative anxiety, seems to have an augmenting effect (Munafo & Stevenson, 2001). However, the 

results on trait anxiety (often measured with the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory), are mixed. Arnzt and 

colleagues (1993) suggest that trait anxiety which is not related to pain has an attention diverting effect 

and thus reduces pain sensitivity. In contrast, Tang et al (2005) found that trait anxiety similar to state 

anxiety augments pain sensitivity. In addition, information, albeit limited, on the relationship between 

state anxiety and pain Evoked Potentials is available. The results of a study by Gibson and colleagues 

(1991) show that state anxiety is associated with relatively high pain-ERP amplitudes. Results from 

studies regarding the association between depression and pain are ambiguous. Many studies report a 

positive association between depression and pain (Lépine & Briley, 2004). This association is mainly 

reflected in the high incidence of co-morbid depressive complaints in chronic pain populations 

(McWilliams et al, 2004). On the other hand, a pain-reducing effect of depression has also been 

reported (Hansenne et al, 2000). 

A study was designed in which the two facets of N that were a priori hypothesized to act as pain 

moderators, namely depression and anxiety, were studied independently of each other in relation to 

cortical processing of pain, using the objectifying approach of ERP. The following hypotheses were 

tested: i) Pain-ERP amplitudes are positively associated with N; and ii) within N, the subfacets of trait 

anxiety and trait depression are independently associated with pain-ERP amplitudes. Because of the 

above-mentioned ambiguity of the influence of depression and anxiety on pain, directional hypotheses 

were not formulated. 
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Materials and Methods 

Participants 

Seventy-five healthy subjects (41 women and 34 men) participated, ranging in age from 18 to 58 years 

(mean 24.5, SD=6.39). Most of the subjects were students. Participants were pain-free subjects, had no 

history of chronic pain complaints and did not use analgesics or psychoactive medication. Subjects 

participated voluntarily and signed an informed consent approved by the standing ethics committee. 

Participation was rewarded with € 15.  

 

Stimulus materials 

The stimuli used were electrical shocks of 10 milliseconds duration, administered by intracutaneous 

finger stimulation (Bromm & Meier, 1984). Five different intensities, based on the subject’s self-

determined pain threshold, were presented. The two lowest intensities were 50% and 25% beneath the 

pain threshold (respectively named level 1 and 2) and the two highest intensities 25% and 50% above 

the pain threshold (level 4 and 5). The final intensity level was equal to the pain threshold (level 3). In 

this study, 150 shocks (30 per intensity) were presented with inter-stimulus intervals ranging from 9 to 

11 seconds. 

 

Experimental task 

All subjects received the rating paradigm developed by Bromm & Meier (1984). This paradigm consists 

of semi-randomly presented electrical shocks. Subjects were asked to rate the intensity of every shock 

on a scale from 0 to 100, zero being no sensation and 100 being the most excruciating pain imaginable.  

 

Procedure 

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study. Subjects were 

told that EEG would be measured while they received various intensities of electric shocks - some 

painless, some painful. After signing an informed consent, the electrodes for the EEG were placed. The 

following step was the attachment of the shock electrode to the top of the left middle finger. Using this 

method, described by Bromm and Meier (1984), a small opening in the upper layer of the skin was 

prepared using a dental gimlet. Care was taken that this procedure was not painful. In the prepared 
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opening, a golden electrode was placed and fixed with tape. Two copper laces were attached around the 

prepared finger and wrist. Next, the pain threshold was determined by gradually increasing the stimulus 

intensity, starting with zero intensity. Subjects were asked to say “stop” as soon as they perceived the 

intensity of the stimulus as painful. After the pain threshold was determined, the rating paradigm was 

started. 

 

Psychological Assessment 

After signing the informed consent form, all subjects were asked to complete the NEO Personality 

Inventory. The NEO-PI-R is based on a five-factor model of personality. The five personality factors 

measured are Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. All these 

factors are divided in six subfacets. The subfacets of N are anxiety, hostility, depression, self-

consciousness, impulsiveness and vulnerability. The N subfacets anxiety and depression were used for 

the statistical analyses (hereafter: N-anx and N-dep, respectively). Validity and reliability measures of 

the NEO-PI-R have proven to be adequate (Hoestra et al, 1996). 

 

EEG recording 

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically- and sound-shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). Three 

Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz and Pz using the international 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). 

Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on the right ear lobe. To control 

for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed 1 centimeter 

under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were fixed using 

Elefix pasta. Neuroscan 4.2 software was used for EEG recording. 

 

Data Reduction and Statistical Analysis 

Trials with EOG artefacts (amplitudes greater than +/- 100 V) were excluded from analyses. When 

more than 50% of all trials within a stimulus intensity category had to be excluded due to EOG artefacts, 

the participant was entirely excluded from the analyses. Almost all analyses were conducted using the 

statistical computer program SPSS 11.0. The multilevel analyses were conducted using STATA 8.  

Because of the complex structure of the averaged (pain) ERP, a new, more appropriate way of analyzing 

pain-ERPs, developed by Lousberg and colleagues (unpublished data) was used. According to this 

method, the ERP amplitude at any given time point (latency) is considered to be a function of 
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measurement/technical variables, paradigm variables, and variables related to neurophysiological, 

(neuro)psychological and cultural characteristics within the subject. Since the dependent variable, the 

ERP amplitude, is expected to be normally distributed, linear regression analysis were used to explain 

the variability at each point of latency. As a tradeoff between an infinite number of analyses and a loss 

of view on the course of effects, intervals of 10 milliseconds were used. These regression analyses were 

performed simultaneously. Due to the fact that the morphology of pain and non-pain-ERPs are highly 

similar, non-pain amplitudes (levels 1 and 2) were included in the regression model. In this manner, non-

pain related information can be subtracted from the pain-ERP. With the resulting ‘pain’ERP information 

the hypotheses can be tested. Since a large number of regression analyses will be performed, the 

chance of finding significant results is increased. Therefore we decided to interpret only robust effects 

by selecting effects that remain significant during at least 50 milliseconds. For each regression analysis, 

outlying cases were identified with the formula 4/(n-k-1) and removed (Hair et al, 1998). All reported p-

values were two tailed and assumptions of normality and linearity were checked studying regression 

residuals. In addition, because of the inter-individual differences in absolute stimulus intensity level, this 

variable was included as a covariate in the regression analyses. Thus, all analyses were performed with 

inclusion of stimulus intensity level as a covariate. Finally, multilevel analyses were performed to 

examine associations between personality and the subjective pain ratings, in order to additionally take 

into account that observations were nested within persons, which could compromise their statistical 

independence. 

 

Results 

Of the 75 subjects, 17 were excluded due to excessive eye movements or technical problems resulting in 

58 analyzable cases. This group consisted of 28 men (48%) and 30 women (52%). With respect to the 

absolute stimulus intensity level, almost identical result were found with and without this variable 

included in the regression model.  

 

The effect of N on the pain-ERP 

First, pain-ERP curves for low and high N subgroups were created with the median split procedure (see 

Figure 1a). Visual inspection indicated more positive ERP amplitudes for the high N group during a broad 

latency range. Regression analyses were carried out, with ERP amplitude (level 5) as the dependent 

variable and N score (as a continuous variable), the non-pain-ERP amplitudes (level 1 and 2) and 
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stimulus intensity level as independent variables. These analyses confirmed the visual observations. 

Significant N effects on the pain-ERP amplitude were observed between 340-400 milliseconds, 730-860 

milliseconds (exclusively on Fz) and 1240-1450 milliseconds. In these latency ranges, this amplitude 

effect indicated stronger cortical pain processing for the higher N scores, thus supporting hypothesis 1.  

 

Independent cortical effects of trait anxiety and trait depression 

To study the independent influence of N-anx and N-dep on the pain-ERP, another series of regression 

analyses was carried out. Again, the ERP amplitude of the highest intensity (level 5) was the dependent 

variable, and the predictors were the non-pain-ERP amplitudes (level 1 and 2), N-anx and N-dep scores 

and the absolute stimulus intensity level. In Figure 1b, the t-values of the regression coefficients of the 

N-anx and N-dep parameters are presented. The following observations can be made from this figure. 

First, there are several latency ranges with significant independent effects of N-anx and N-dep on the 

pain-ERP amplitude. Second, the effects of N-anx and N-dep were directionally dissimilar, with N-dep 

showing an amplitude augmenting effect and N-anx an amplitude reducing effect, with the exception of 

N-anx having an amplitude augmenting effect in the latency range 340-410 milliseconds. These results 

support hypothesis 2.  

 

Effects of Neuroticism on subjective ratings of pain 

To give experiential meaning to the psychophysiological results found above, additional analyses 

regarding the subjective ratings of pain were performed with the subjective ratings (VAS-scores) of the 

highest intensity as dependent variable and the N-scores as the independent variable. Unexpectedly, 

results did not show a significant effect (Z = -1.15, p = 0.249) between the level of neuroticism and the 

subjective ratings to pain. Similar results were found for the subfacets N-anx ( Z = 0.54, p = 0.592) and N-

dep ( Z = 1.37, p = 0.169) . 

 

Discussion 

The aim of this study was to clarify the relationship between neuroticism (N) and pain. The use of Event-

Related Potentials in relation to a phenotype such as pain requires caution in interpreting the results, 

given the lack of a full understanding of the underlying physiology driving ERP, its relationship to 

conscious awareness, and the experimental nature of the pain measures used in this research. Although 
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earlier research has investigated the meaning of specific peaks, it is difficult to use this knowledge since 

this study does not focus on peak amplitudes.  

While acknowledging these fundamental limitations, it was demonstrated that persons with higher 

scores on the N-scale showed differential cortical processing of painful electrical stimuli in comparison 

to persons with lower scores. Effects were not only restricted to the P300 range (340-400 milliseconds) 

but were also evident at much later latency points (730-860 milliseconds and 1240-1450 milliseconds). 

At these latency ranges, individuals high in N showed more positive ERP amplitudes, thus suggesting 

stronger pain processing. Becker and co-workers (1993) state that a positive wave that peaks around 

330 milliseconds reflects a neural response difference between strong non-painful stimuli and painful 

stimuli. This positive wave is a specific pain component. In addition, Lousberg and colleagues 

(unpublished data) showed that intensity was significantly embedded in a much broader latency range 

(200 to 1500 milliseconds) of the pain-ERP. This would suggest that stronger amplitudes for persons high 

in N in later latency ranges are also correlated with the intensity of the stimulus. 

These findings cannot be readily translated to an experiential level. Analyses with subjective pain ratings 

did not show significant differences in subjective pain experience between persons with low and high N 

scores. An explanation for this could be the fact that the stimulus intensities were normalized for each 

subject. The first stimulus (threshold level) was set at a VAS score of 60. It could be argued that this 

reduces the variability of the VAS responses. However, our own observation during the experiment was 

that there was a broad range of VAS responses per stimulus (more than 50 points). This observation was 

confirmed by post-hoc analyses (from the second stimulus onwards, σ’s ranged from 8 to 25). A further 

explanation may be the homogeneous and healthy group of subjects tested. Most subjects were young 

students with no current pain complaints. Lastly, in an experimental setting, differences in subjective 

pain ratings may not be visible. In a clinical setting, however, pain has more implications for a person 

and thus variability in pain experience may appear. 

The second aim of this study was to demonstrate that subfacets of N exert different and independent 

influences on the pain-ERP. The results not only showed independent effects for N-anx and N-dep, but 

they also were differentially associated indicating a negative association for N-anx and a positive 

association for N-dep with the pain-ERP amplitude. This directionally opposite association is remarkable 

considering that N-anx and N-dep correlate 0.7 within the NEO Personality Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 

1985). There was one latency range, however, where N-anx was associated with an increase in 

amplitude. A post-hoc explanation might be that this represents pain-related trait anxiety whereas the 

latencies with amplitude reducing effects reflect non-pain-related trait anxiety. This is not in accordance 
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with Gibson et al who found, as outlined above, an P400 augmenting role of anxiety. The reason for this 

discrepancy is unclear. Possibly methodological differences in stimulation method and especially the ERP 

quantification method may be brought to bear as an explanation. A dual role for anxiety in relation to 

pain has been suggested previously (Arntz et al, 1993). The influence of anxiety on pain is dependent on 

whether the anxiety is pain-related or not. Pain-related anxiety seems to augment pain ratings whereas 

anxiety unrelated to pain reduces pain ratings. Attention possibly plays a mediating role in this.  

In this study, a relatively homogeneous group of subjects was tested. The participants were mainly 

university students aged 20 - 25 years. This sampling restriction may limit the generalizability of the 

results. Replication in other (patient) samples is thus required. Furthermore, despite the relatively 

robust effects, several other issues must be considered in interpreting the results. First, due to the 

complexity on two levels (the structure of a multitude of positive and negative peaks with large 

variability of a general ERP and the large amount of significant latency ranges in the results) the present 

findings should be interpreted with care. Therefore, replication of the present results is of great 

importance. Second, the ERP amplitudes are highly delicate and can be influenced by a large number of 

factors. Third, in contrast to most ERP studies, statistical analyses were not limited a priori to ERP 

components such as the N200 and the P300. Instead, an alternative analysis method was used 

(Lousberg, unpublished data). Although this gives an interesting view on how the variance around the 

ERP curve can be explained, over-interpretation of the results may ensue. Therefore, great care was 

taken in determining the pattern of associations.  

In conclusion, different facets of the personality trait neuroticism (N) may represent different 

moderating influences on the cortical processing of pain. If the present results can be replicated, it may 

be possible to gain valuable new insights into the complex relationship between the experience of pain, 

cortical processing of pain and individual differences therein at the experiential and psychophysiological 

level. 
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Figure 1b T-value curves for the moderating effects of anxiety and depression on the pain ERP amplitudes for 

each 10 ms (Cz) 

Figure 1a pain-ERP curves for low and high neuroticism sub groups (Cz) 
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Abstract 

Despite many developments in the methods of Event-Related Potentials (ERP’s), little attention has gone 

out to the statistical handling of ERP data. Trials are often averaged, and univariate or repeated 

measures ANOVA are used to test hypotheses. The aim of this study was to introduce mixed regression 

to ERP research and to demonstrate advantages associated with this method. Eighty-five healthy 

subjects received electrical pain stimuli with simultaneous EEG registration. Analyses first showed that 

results obtained with mixed regression analyses are highly comparable to those using repeated 

measures ANOVA. Second, important advantages of the mixed regression technique were demonstrated 

by allowing the inclusion of persons with missing data, single trial analysis, non-linear time effects, 

time*person effects (random slope effects) and a within-subject covariate. Among others, the results 

showed a strong trial (habituation) effect, which contraindicates the common procedure of averaging of 

trials. Furthermore, the regression coefficients for intensity and trial varied significantly between 

persons, indicating individual differences in the effect of intensity and trial on the ERP amplitude. In 

conclusion, using mixed regression analysis as a statistical technique in ERP research will advance the 

science of unraveling mechanisms underlying ERP data. 
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Introduction 

Event-Related Potentials (ERP’s) are of value in many areas of research (Katadaet al, 2004; Porjesz et al, 

2005; Hansenne, 2006). In pain research, for example, this time-locked derivative of EEG has frequently 

been used as a more objective measure of pain (Miltner et al, 1987; Granovsky et al, 2008). Over the last 

few decades, methodological developments have focused mainly on acquisition, pre-processing (Farwell 

et al, 1993; Spyzou et al, 2008) and component or signal identification of the ERP (Chapman et al, 1995; 

Samar et al, 1999; Jung et al, 2001). Relatively little attention has gone out, however, to progress in the 

statistical methods to test hypotheses in ERP research.  

A common way of analyzing ERP’s consists of (1) creating ERP’s by averaging single trials of EEG (epochs) 

per individual, (2) subsequent averaging across individuals (per experimental condition), (3) determining 

the components and latency windows surrounding these components (where the experimental 

conditions differ most), (4) at the subject-level: calculation of the maximum amplitudes (within the 

latency windows) and (5) using these maximum amplitudes as a dependent variable in parametric 

statistical analyses such as ANOVA (Hoormann et al, 1998).  

Although the common way of analyzing, as described above, is plausible and functional, there are at 

least two issues that need further consideration. First, each time-locked EEG record consists of a signal 

and a noise element. Because this signal element is considered to be constant over trials whereas the 

noise element is random, averaging trials will separate the signal form the noise. However, the 

assumption that the signal is constant over trials is not valid when processes such as habituation are 

expected (Woestenburg et al, 1983). Furthermore, recent studies indicate that background noise 

(oscillatory brain activity) cannot be “averaged out” due to asymmetric amplitude fluctuations, (Nikulin 

et al, 2007; Mazaheri & Jensen, 2008). In addition, as stated above, by averaging trials, within-subject 

variance (trial-to-trial variance) is lost which may contain (clinically) important information on processes 

such as habituation. Often this problem is dealt with by averaging sequential blocks of trials (e.g. the 

first 10 trials, second 10 trials and so on). In this manner, a time-effect can be included as a within-

subject variable in repeated measures ANOVA. Nevertheless, a substantial part of the within-subject 

variance will be lost. Second, in order to make valid averages, a minimum of EOG-artefact free trials is 

needed. In most studies, a minimum of 5 to 10 trials is used. Since ANOVA deletes cases listwise, subject 

that do not meet this criterion are lost in the analyses. This can result in a substantial loss of analyzable 

cases.  
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In this paper, an alternative way of statistical ERP analysis is proposed: mixed regression analysis 

(Snijders & Bosker, 2000). The mixed regression technique (also mixed regression effects regression) is 

particularly appropriate for datasets with a hierarchical structure such as ERP data, as latency points are 

nested within a single trial and trials are nested within a single person. Although such data, as stated 

above, can also be analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA, mixed regression analysis has some 

important advantages: First, mixed regression analysis allows a large number of repeated measures per 

person without needing very large numbers of subjects. Aggregation of ERP trials is no longer necessary 

and single-trial data can be included in the analysis. There are other techniques that use single trial data, 

such as Wavelet analysis and Principal Component Analysis (Bostanov & Kotchoubey, 2006). However, in 

these techniques single trial data is used for ERP signal detection and are subsequently averaged to 

compare experimental conditions. Second, missing data neither leads to listwise deletion of persons nor 

does it require imputation (Verbeke & Molenberghs, 2000). This means that all valid (EOG-artifact free) 

trials can be included even if a person has just one valid trial. Third, mixed regression analysis is flexible 

in allowing time-dependent covariates and all kinds of correlation structures. Four, the mixed regression 

technique can incorporate random effects. These person-by-time effects make it possible to study 

individual differences over trials. Finally, mixed regression analyses is not restricted to the polynomial 

time contrast (which ANOVA is) but can also include, for example, exponential contrasts. This is an 

important advantage since repeated stimulation effects (such as in ERP paradigms) are often 

characterized by an exponential function (Timmermann et al, 2001). 

This study aims at demonstrating that the mixed regression technique is a more flexible and feasible 

alternative to repeated measures ANOVA for ERP analysis. In order to achieve this goal, it will first be 

demonstrated that mixed regression and repeated measures ANOVA can produce comparable results. 

Next, the advantages of mixed regression will be demonstrated by (i) including all valid trials of all cases, 

regardless of the amount of EOG contaminated trials, (ii) by including exponential trial effects, (iii) by 

testing individual differences with random effects and (iv) by including a within-subject covariate: 

intensity of the previous trial. This alternative statistical technique is demonstrated using ERP data of 

healthy subjects receiving pain stimuli of which the intensity was under experimental control.  
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Materials and Method 

Subjects  

Eighty-five pain-free subjects participated in the study. The age ranged from 18 to 65 years. Exclusion 

criteria were the use of analgesics and psychoactive drugs. Participation was rewarded with €25,-. 

 

Stimuli 

Stimuli used in this study were electrical pulses, of 10 milliseconds duration, that were administered 

intracutaneuously on the left middle finger. Five different intensities were presented based on the 

sensation threshold and the pain threshold. The sensation and pain threshold were determined by 

gradually increasing the intensity of the stimulus, starting at zero intensity. The first intensity that was 

consciously experienced was defined as the sensation threshold and the first intensity that was 

experienced as painful was defined as the pain threshold. This procedure was repeated three times in 

order to obtain a reliable measurement. One of the five intensities was the pain threshold and the other 

four intensities were defined relative to this pain threshold; -50%, -25%, +25% and +50% of the 

difference between the sensation threshold and the pain threshold (threshold range). 

 

Paradigm 

The stimuli were presented using a rating paradigm (Bromm, & Meier, 1984). This paradigm consists of 

150 stimuli. The five intensities, as mentioned above, were presented semi-randomly. Blocks of 15 

stimuli were presented in which each stimulus intensity occurred three times. Inter Stimulus Interval 

(ISI) ranged between 9 and 11 seconds. 

 

EEG recording 

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically- and sound-shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). Ag/AgCl 

electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz, Pz, C3, C4, T3 and T4 using the international 10-20 system (Jaspers 

1958). Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on each ear lobe. To control 

for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed 1 centimeter 

under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were fixed using 

10-20 conductive paste. Neuroscan 4.3 software was used for EEG recording. 
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Procedure 

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study. Subjects were 

told that they would undergo EEG-registration while they received various intensities of electric shocks - 

some painless, some painful. After signing the informed consent form, EEG electrodes were placed and 

the shock electrode was attached to the top of the left middle finger as described by Bromm & Meier, 

(1984). Next, the sensation and pain threshold were determined and after that, the rating paradigm was 

initiated.  

 
Data reduction 

EEG was recorded with 1000 Hz sampling rate, using Neuroscan 4.3 software. Trials were selected from 

the continuous EEG, from 200 ms prior to the stimulus until 1500 ms post-stimulus. Data was offline 

filtered (bandpass 0-50Hz) and baseline corrected based on 200 msec pre-stimulus activity. Trials with 

EOG activity exceeding +75μV and -75 μV were excluded from the analyses. For the ANOVA analyses and 

multilevel analyses of block averages, only subjects with 10 or more usable trials out of 30 per intensity 

were included in the statistical analyses. For the multilevel analyses of single trial data all EOG-artefact 

free trials from all subjects were included. 

 

Statistical analyses 

For the ANOVA analyses, maximum amplitudes were calculated for the N1 (latency range 20-55 msec), 

P1 (latency range 55-95 msec), N2 (latency range 95-145 msec) and P2 (latency range 145-300 msec) per 

intensity and cranial location per trial and then averaged across trials per block of 10 successive trials 

per person per intensity per cranial location per component. These components have been shown to be 

related to the processing of stimulus intensity (Kanda et al, 2002; Becker et al, 2000; Zaslansky et al, 

1996; Bromm, 1984). To include a time-effect into the model, the data was divided into three blocks of 

10 trials per intensity. Thus, the within-subject variables were intensity and block. Polynomial contrasts 

for block and intensity were incorporated. The ANOVA analyses were done separately for each peak and 

cranial location.  

The mixed regression method was applied in two steps (see figure 1). In the first step, the same data 

were used as in the ANOVA analysis in order to show the similarities between both methods. In the 

second analyses, single trial data instead of block averages were analyzed, allowing (a) the inclusion of 

all trials without EOG activity and (b) the study of within-subject covariates such as stimulus intensity at 
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the previous trial or specific functions of trial number to model hypothesized trend effects other than 

linear or quadratic due to e.g. habituation. 

For the mixed regression analyses the same latency ranges were used as for the ANOVA method. The 

maximum amplitudes per trial per person were the dependent variables. Aside from intensity and trial, 

age, absolute stimulus intensity level of the sensation threshold and the pain threshold were included as 

covariates in this model. Gender was included as a between-subject variable. The covariates were 

centered (the sample mean was subtracted from each individual score) (Van Breukelen, & Van Dijk, 

2007). The rationale for these covariates and between-subject variables comes from studies that show a 

relation between these variables and pain or ERP (McDowell et al, 2003; Vallerand, & Polomano, 2000) 

Thus, intensity, trial, age, gender and absolute stimulus intensity level of the sensation threshold and 

pain threshold were the independent variables (fixed factors). In this model, the intercept was allowed 

to vary randomly between subjects in order to accommodate interpersonal differences in average ERP. 

Also, the slopes of intensity and trial were allowed to vary randomly in order to accommodate 

interpersonal differences in effects of intensity and trial. The analyses were done separately for each 

component and cranial location. A description of the full mixed regression model is given in the 

appendix. 

All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 15.0. All two-tailed p-values <= 0.007 (Bonferroni 

correction for the number of cranial locations (7)) were considered as statistically significant.  

 

Results 

Step 1: repeated measures ANOVA vs mixed regression 

Of the 85 subjects, 29 were excluded due to excessive eye movements, resulting in 56 analyzable sets of 

participant data. The group consisted of 21 men (37.5 %) and 35 women (62.5 %). The mean age of the 

participants was 35 years (SD = 13.40). Figure 2a shows the four components of interest in this study: 

N1, P1, N2 and P2 at Cz, averaged across all 56 subjects and all trials without EOG activity. Visual 

inspection of figure 2a indicates that the intensities have different amplitudes: as the intensity increases 

so does the peak amplitude. Figure 2b shows the averages per block of 10 successive trials for Cz at the 

strongest stimulus intensity. This figure indicates that as the block increases, the peak amplitude 

decreases in a nonlinear fashion, suggesting habituation. The difference between the first and second 

block is larger than the difference between the second and third block. Figure 3 shows the averaged 
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maximum peak amplitudes per intensity of the P2-component at Cz. This figure displays a combination 

of the intensity and block effects of figures 2a and 2b. 

For the comparison of repeated measures ANOVA and the mixed regression technique, a simple model, 

following a 3 (block) by 5 (intensity) within-subject design, was chosen. For the sake of simplicity, no 

covariates were included into the analyses. In order to show that mixed regression analysis produces 

comparable results to repeated measures ANOVA, the mixed regression model was adapted in such a 

way that it most resembled the repeated measures ANOVA. This meant that the same cases were 

included (56 out of 85 cases), the same averaged blocks of trials and the same parameters were 

included in the model. Furthermore, since in repeated measures ANOVA polynomial contrasts are used, 

a linear and quadratic contrast for the within-subject variables intensity and block were included in the 

mixed regression model. The cubic and quadratic contrasts for intensity were not included in the mixed 

regression model since significant effects of these contrasts were not expected and these contrasts have 

no clinical (physiological) meaning. Finally, a Compound Symmetry Heterogeneous (CSH) covariance 

structure was chosen in the mixed regression analyses as a compromise between compound symmetry 

(which is close to the sphericity assumption of the univariate ANOVA method for repeated measures) 

and unstructured (which is equivalent to the assumption made by the multivariate ANOVA method). 

CSH means that the correlation between repeated measures is the same for each pair of repeated 

measures, but that the variance may differ between the repeated measures, which implies that the 

covariances may also differ between pairs1.  

The p-values of the linear and quadratic contrasts for the within-subject variables (intensity and block) 

are depicted in table 1. This table shows overall highly comparable results in the sense of statistically 

significant and marginally significant effects. No significant interactions between intensity and block 

were found and therefore these effects are not shown in table 1. Due to the centred coding of linear and 

quadratic contrasts, the interaction terms were orthogonal to the main effects. 

In sum, the comparison of ANOVA repeated measures and mixed regression analyses shows that these 

two methods can produce comparable results. 

 

                                                 
1 Note that 3 blocks by 5 intensities gives 15 repeated measures and 105 pairs of measures, which implies that choosing an 

unstructured covariance matrix in mixed regression involves 120 unknown covariance parameters. For this reason, a fully 
unstructured covariance matrix is often feasible in mixed regression analysis only for a small number of repeated measures, e.g. 
up to 6. 
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Step 2: The advantages of the mixed regression technique 

The advantages of the mixed regression technique are demonstrated in three parts. First, single trials 

are introduced in the analyses. Then random slopes are added to the model and finally a within-subject 

covariate is tested. 

In mixed regression all valid trials from all participants can be included. This resulted in 85 analyzable 

cases of whom 33 (38.8%) were men and 52 (61.2%) women. T-tests and a chi-square test showed that 

the 29 extra participants did not differ from the 56 participants in the previous ANOVA / mixed 

regression analyses with respect to peak amplitude (mean of all valid trials) (p >0.100), absolute pain 

threshold (p = 0.972), absolute sensation threshold (p = 0.940), age (p = 0.971) or gender (p = 0.793). 

Figure 4 displays the trial averages per intensity. It shows saw-toothed-like curves caused by the semi-

random presentation of the five intensities (which causes the successive points on the curve for a given 

intensity to be based on different persons) as well as by intra-individual variation. Furthermore, an 

overall decrease over trials is visible. 

 

Random intercept models 

The model consisted of the peak amplitude (N1, P1, N2, P2 components) as dependent variable while 

intensity linear, trial linear, trial quadratic, trial inverse, age, gender, absolute sensation threshold and absolute 

pain threshold served as independent variables. Trial inverse, computed as (1/trialnr), was included to test 

for nonlinear habituation effects, that is, for a decrease of peak amplitude which is strong at the start of 

a subject’s session and gets smaller and smaller over the course of the session. Except for trial quadratic and 

trial inverse, all predictors were centred (for details, see the model in the appendix). Given that no 

significant block*intensity interactions were found in the analyses of the first hypothesis, no interactions 

were included in these analyses. Since the number of repeated measures was now 150 (trials) instead of 

15 as before, the most general covariance structure that could be fitted was ARMA1.1, which can handle 

both white noise (measurement error) and coloured noise (AR1, MA1). The intercept was allowed to 

vary randomly. The Goodness of fit of that covariance structure was significantly better than that of its 

competitors Compound Symmetry (CS) and AR1. The results of the analyses are displayed in table 2.  

The results demonstrate that the linear, quadratic and inverse effect of trial are statistically significant at 

multiple cranial locations and components. In order to interpret the size of the effects (B-values) it 

should be kept in mind that trial linear runs from -75 to +75, trial quadratic runs from 0 to +5625 and 

trial inverse is coded from 1 to almost 0. This means that the absolute B-values cannot be compared to 

each other. The results show that the linear effect of trials is the strongest over all locations in terms of 
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p-value. Also the quadratic effect is significant at multiple locations, especially on the N2 component. In 

addition to the linear and quadratic effect, the inverse effect is significant at CzN1, C3P2 and T3N1.  

Furthermore, although not displayed in the table, a significant effect of intensity (linear) was found on 

all components at all locations except for the N2 component at Pz and the N1 and P1 component at T3, 

T4 and C3. This was overall in accordance with the results of the previous analysis (except for CzP1 and 

C4P1). A significant effect for age was found on the P2-component at Cz and Pz. The other covariates did 

not show a significant effect on the amplitude of the ERP components. 

In sum, these analyses demonstrated that the single trials of Event-Related Potential data differ from 

each other in that the amplitudes decrease over time. This decrement is a combination of a linear, a 

quadratic and an inverse trend.  

 

Random slope models 

Next, random slopes were added to the model. The random slopes that were included in this model 

were a random slope for intensity, a random slope for trial linear and a random slope for trial inverse. A 

random slope for trial quadric was initially also included but dropped in view of non-significance or 

convergence problems. The four random effects (3 slopes and 1 intercept) were initially allowed to 

correlate with each other (giving 10 unknown covariance parameters). In case of convergence problems 

that could not be solved by dropping the random slope for trial quadric , random effects were assumed to 

be uncorrelated, giving 4 instead of 10, or 3 instead of 6, covariance parameters. Furthermore, since no 

significant autocorrelation was found anymore after adding random effects, the repeated measures 

covariance structure was reduced to Scaled Identity (white noise). The resulting fixed effects (B’s) of the 

independent variables were highly similar to the results of the analyses without random effects. The 

resulting fixed effects and random effect variances are shown in table 3, showing significant intercept 

variance (σ2) at all locations and all components.  

The slope variance of intensity is significant on some components of the central line (FzP1, CZN1, CzP1, 

CzN2) and C3P1, C3P2 C4N1, C4P1 and C4N2 implying inter-individual differences in the effect of 

intensity on ERP. The five intensities presented in the protocol were set relative to the individual 

difference in absolute sensation threshold and pain threshold (See the section Materials and Methods, 

subsection Stimuli). This means that the difference between the intensities was not equal for all 

subjects. However, the individual differences in the effect of intensity cannot be explained by these 

individual differences in absolute stimulus intensities, since a post-hoc analysis showed the slope 
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variance to be still significant when using absolute intensity instead of relative intensity as predictor in 

the mixed regression model.  

The slope variance of triallinear is significant on all locations and components except for FzN1, FzP2, C3N1, 

C4N1 and C4N2. The slope variance of trialinverse is significant on all components of Fz and T3, on the N2-

component of T4 and the P2-components of C3, C4 and T4 and on none of the components of Cz and Pz.  

These analyses demonstrated that there are individual differences in the effects of intensity and trial on 

the ERP, which can be quantified in terms of between-subject variances in within-subject slopes for the 

regression of ERP on intensity and trial. This is a more refined way to study individual differences 

compared to repeated measures ANOVA of block averages. 

 

Within-subject covariate 

The final step was to include a within-subject covariate: intensity of the previous trial. This covariate was 

centred and then included as main effect and as part of an interaction term with intensity of the current 

trial. Random effects in this model were as in the previous model. The results showed that the main 

effect of the intensity of the previous trial was not significant at any of the cranial locations and ERP 

components. The interaction between the intensity of the previous trial and the intensity of the current 

trial was significant on C3N2 (p = 0.003). Furthermore, on the other components of C3 this interaction 

was marginally significant (p-values between 0.05 and 0.007). Finally, the results of the other 

independent variables (intensity, trial, age, gender, sensation and pain threshold) remained essentially 

the same after including the within-subject covariate  

 

In sum, the large amount of results presented in this section demonstrate that (i) mixed regression 

analysis produces similar results compared to the more traditional repeated measures ANOVA, (ii) mixed 

regression analyses demonstrate that not only the linear effect of trial is significant, but also the 

quadratic and inverse effect and that these effects were mostly significant on the lateral cranial 

locations (see Table 2), (iii) the intercept and slopes of intensity and trial varied significantly between 

individuals and (iv) the within-subject covariate, stimulus of the previous intensity, was significant in 

interaction with the intensity of the present stimulus on C3N2. 
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Discussion 

The aim of this study was to demonstrate that the mixed regression technique is a flexible and 

appropriate method for analyzing Event-Related Potentials and that it has some important advantages 

over the traditional way of analysis (with repeated measures ANOVA).  

Before demonstrating the advantages of the mixed regression technique, confirmation was provided 

that the mixed regression technique can provide the same results as repeated measures ANOVA. The p-

values of the two analysis techniques were highly comparable. The small differences can be explained by 

the fact that repeated measures ANOVA uses an unstructured covariance structure and that for the 

mixed regression analyses a compound symmetry (heterogeneous) covariance structure was chosen2 

which is somewhat less general than unstructured. Although assuming an unstructured covariance 

matrix is often preferable (since it is the most flexible covariance structure) and so a repeated measures 

ANOVA might seem better, there are some strong arguments in favour of mixed regression analysis 

Therefore, an attempt was made to show that the mixed regression technique has some important 

advantages over repeated measures AVOVA. A first advantage of the mixed regression technique is that 

single trial data can be used in the analyses. This not only allows inclusion of subjects with missing data, 

as mentioned earlier (which in turn increases the power and reduces the risk of selection bias), but also 

allows the study of time (trial) effects with any kind of function of trial number, including an inverse 

(1/trial) function. The results show that in addition to a strong linear trial effect and a fairly strong 

quadratic trial effect, the inverse trial effect was also significant at different components and locations. 

Furthermore, there were several marginally significant effects of the inverse trial effect (p-values 

between 0.05 and 0.007). These results imply that the peak amplitudes of the ERP decrease over time 

(habituation) but that the way in which they decrease cannot merely be expressed in polynomial (linear 

and quadratic) contrasts. This is in accordance with the consensus that pain habituates in a non-linear 

fashion (Milne et al, 1991).  

Another advantage is that in mixed regression analysis it is possible to study individual differences in the 

within-subject variance. In practice, this means that individual differences in the effect of intensity and 

trial on the cortical processing of stimuli can be investigated. These subject*time and subject*intensity 

interactions are represented as random slopes. In the analyses, a random intercept, random slope for 

intensity and two random slopes for trial (linear and inverse) were included. The results showed strong 

                                                 
2 Mixed regression analysis can only handle an unstructured covariance structure with a relatively small amount of repeated 

measures whereas ANOVA can handle many repeated measures as long as they are the result of a factorial design in which each 
within-subject factor has a small number of levels. 
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intercept variance, representing differences in mean amplitude between the subjects. The significant 

slope variance for intensity represents individual differences in the effect of intensity. Furthermore, 

significant slope variance for trial linear and trial inverse was found, implying individual differences in 

the habituation to repeated measures. This is an interesting finding, because these individual 

differences in habituation might in part explain individual differences in the response to pain in general 

which in turn might explain the development of chronic pain complaints (Valeriani et al, 2003). These 

results can be used to form and test new hypotheses to explain these individual differences.  

Finally, because single trial data was used in the analyses, covariates that vary over trials (within-subject 

covariate) can be investigated. In this study, the intensity of the previous trial was included in the model 

because of the semi-random presentation of the intensities in the paradigm. Our hypothesis was that 

the intensity of the previous stimulus influences the cortical reaction of the present stimulus. Moreover, 

it was expected that an interaction between the intensity of the current stimulus and the intensity of 

the previous stimulus (difference in intensity) would influence the cortical response to the current 

stimulus. The results did not confirm these hypotheses. No main effect of the intensity of the previous 

stimulus was found. However, a significant interaction effect was found on the N2-component of C3, 

meaning that the effect of the intensity of the current stimulus on the ERP amplitude is dependent of 

the intensity of the previous stimulus. Also marginally significant interaction effects (p-values between 

0.05 and 0.007) were found on the other components of C3. This might imply that this area is involved in 

the comparison of past and present intensities, but further research will have to confirm this.  

Naturally, fine-tuning of this technique is necessary. For instance, relatively simple techniques for 

filtering and detection of components were used. The mixed regression analysis technique can also be 

used in combination with other techniques of component identification such as Principal Component 

Analysis or Wavelet analysis. Furthermore, in this study, the inverse function was calculated by dividing 

1 by trial number. Of course there are other ways to calculate an inverse function which might even 

better fit the data.  

In conclusion, this article has demonstrated on a theoretical as well as a practical level that the mixed 

regression technique offers important advantages for ERP research. The model given in this study can 

easily be adapted to different ERP paradigms (e.g. Oddball paradigms) and research questions by 

including different independent variables and different random effects. Using mixed regression analysis 

as a statistical technique in ERP research will advance the unravelling of mechanisms underlying the ERP.  
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Figure 1 Graphic illustration of the applied models. Step 1 represents the comparison of the repeated measures 

ANOVA with the mixed regression analysis, with averaged data across trials. Step 2 represents a demonstration 

of the advantages of mixed regression analysis, using single trial data. 

 

 

  

Figure 2a Grand Average per stimulus intensity on Cz. 
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Figure 2b Grand average per block at Cz. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Block averages per intensity on CzP2. 
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Figure 4 P2 peak amplitudes per intensity over trials 
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Table 1 Comparison of p-values between repeated measures ANOVA and multilevel analysis. The linear and 

quadratic effects of intensity and block are depicted. Significant effects (p < 0.007) are displayed in bold and 

marginally (p <0.05) significant effects are displayed in italics. 
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Table 2 The estimates (B), standard errors (SE) and p-values for the linear, quadratic and inverse trial effect on 

Fz, Cz , Pz, C4, C3, T3 and T4. Significant (p < 0.007) effects are displayed in bold and marginally (p <0.05) 

significant effects are displayed in italics. 
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Appendix: The full multilevel model 
 

Yti = ß0 + ß1 intensitylinear + ß2 triallinear + ß3 trialquadratic + ß4 trialinverse + ß5 age + ß6 gender + ß7 absolute sensation threshold + ß8 

absolute pain threshold + ß9 intensitylinear previous trial
†
 +  

ß10 intensitylinear * intensitylinear previous trial + eti + u0i + u1 intensitylinear + u2 triallinear + u4 trialinverse . 

 

†
 The intensity of the previous trial was not included until the last step of the analyses. 

 

Where: 

t = time point (1 to 150), 

i = subject 

Intensity = -2 = -50%, -1 = -25%, 0 = 0%, 1 = 25% and 2 = 50%, 

Trial = 150 trial numbers, centred from –74.5 to +74.5, 

Age = centred continuous variable in years, 

Gender = dichotomous variable, -1 = man, 1= woman, 

Absolute sensation threshold = centred continuous variable in mA, 

Absolute pain threshold = centred continuous variable in mA, 

Intensity previous trial = -2 = -50%, -1 = -25%, 0 = 0%, 1 = 25% and 2 = 50%, 

eti = error variance for subject i at time point t. which is assumed to be the sum of an auto correlated component (AR1) plus 

measurement error (white noise). 

u0i = personal deviation from the average intercept ß0 

u1i = personal deviation from the average slope ß1 of intensitylinear  

u2i = personal deviation from the average slope ß2 of triallinear 

u4i = personal deviation from the average slope ß2 of triallinverse 

The four random person effects are allowed to correlate with each other. 

This model must be interpreted as follows: 

ß0 = the outcome mean (Amplitude) for the intensity equal to the pain threshold (intensity = 0) at trial number 75 for a subject 

with a mean age, mean absolute sensation threshold and mean absolute pain threshold. 

ß1 = the mean difference between the adjacent intensities 

ß2 = the mean change over trials according to the linear part of the trend 

ß3 = the quadratic trial effect  

ß4 = the inverse trial effect  

ß5 = the mean change in amplitude per year 

ß6 = half the mean difference between men and women  

ß7 = the relation between the absolute sensation threshold and the amplitude of the component   

ß8 = the relation between the absolute pain threshold and the amplitude of the component   

ß9 = the relation between the intensity of the previous trial and the amplitude of the present trial 

ß10 = the effect of the intensity of the previous trial on the difference in amplitude between adjacent intensities (e.g. intensity 2 

versus 1,) 
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Abstract 

The association between Event-Related Potentials and subjective ratings of pain has frequently been 

demonstrated, usually through bivariate correlations. However, by using bivariate correlations it is not 

possible to study or correct for confounding factors. The aim of this study was to reinvestigate the 

association between Event-Related Potentials and the subjective experience, using a more extensive 

approach, namely multilevel analysis. In this manner, we were able to investigate and correct for effects 

of intensity and habituation. In this study, 85 healthy subjects received intracutaneous electrical pain 

stimuli with simultaneous EEG registration. Each subject was asked to rate the intensity of each stimulus 

on a Numeric Rating Scale (NRS). Multilevel analyses were performed in which maximum peak 

amplitudes (N1, P1, N2 and P3) served as independent variables to explain variance in NRS scores. 

Bivariate correlations, that were first conducted in this study by means of validation, corresponded 

(however less apparent) with findings from previous studies. The multilevel analyses revealed a strong 

association between the ERP measures (especially P1 and P3) and the NRS score. Furthermore, we 

found evidence that the intensity of the stimulus and habituation interact upon this association. The 

association between the ERP and subjective pain ratings increased when the intensity of the stimulus 

increased and that this association decreased over time. These results suggest that a direct translation 

from the pain-ERP to subjective experience is delicate and that factors such as stimulus intensity and 

habituation must be taken into account.  
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Introduction 

Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) are frequently used as a relatively objective means of measuring pain. 

Previous research has demonstrated positive correlations between the amplitude of specific peak 

components and the intensity of the pain stimulus (Stowell, 1977; Bromm, 1984). But what does an 

increase of a certain peak amplitude tell us about the amount of pain a subject feels?  

One of the first studies that investigated the association between ERP and subjective pain ratings 

demonstrated that an increase in the N2 and P3 peak amplitude was accompanied by an increase in the 

subjective experience, using a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (r = 0.67-0.77) (Harkins & Chapman, 1978). 

These results were replicated by Chen (1979) and Garcia-Larrea (1997) who found a strong linear 

association (r = 0.67 and r = 0.41 respectively) between the N2/P3 peak-to-peak amplitude and 

subjective painfulness. Miltner and colleagues (1987), however, could not demonstrate a similar 

association when investigating habituation of noxious stimuli. He found a significant decrease in peak-

to-peak amplitudes of the N150-P360 across trials but did not find a corresponding effect in the VAS. 

Miltner and co-workers (1987) thus suggested that the association between ERP amplitudes and 

subjective ratings might not be as strong as is previously claimed. Kanda and colleagues (2002) found 

that not only the N2 and the P3 component were associated with the subjective experience of pain but 

also a late positive component around 600 ms termed the ‘intensity assessment-related potential’ (IAP). 

The IAP occurs in paradigms where subjects are asked to subjectively rate the intensity of a stimulus. 

Kanda and colleagues (2002) found that IAP amplitude and latency was not influenced by intensity, thus 

suggesting that this component solely reflects the psychological processes of pain intensity assessment.  

Clearly, there appears to be a strong association between the amplitude of specific ERP components and 

the subjective experience of pain. However, closer investigation of the studies mentioned above 

generates some methodological concerns. First, in most ERP studies, single ERP trials are averaged over 

time to create a grand average. This procedure eliminates any unwanted ‘noise’ in the ERP, but in doing 

so it assumes that there is no difference between the repeated trials. This is problematic as single trials 

do likely differ from one another because of processes such as habituation. Moreover, averaging across 

trials eliminates all information about possible within-subject correlations between ERP and subjective 

pain. Such correlations can diverge substantially from the between-subject correlations (Van Breukelen, 

2005). Furthermore, the studies described above, reported bivariate correlations in which no 

confounding factors such as stimulus intensity, habituation or age have been considered.  
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The aim of this study was to reinvestigate the association between ERP and the subjective experience of 

pain. We first endeavoured to replicate the results of previous studies by calculating bivariate 

correlations followed by multilevel analyses including some relevant covariates. Following this, we 

tested interactions between stimulus intensity and ERP and between trial number and ERP as means of 

establishing the stability of the association between ERP measures and subjective ratings over trials and 

over different intensities.  

 

Methods 

Subjects 

Eighty-five pain-free healthy subjects (33 males and 52 females) between the ages of 18 and 65 

participated in this study. Exclusion criteria were the use of analgesics and/or the use of psychoactive 

drugs. Participants were provided with a € 25.- reward. 

 
Stimuli 

The stimuli used in this study were electrical pulses of ten milliseconds duration. These were 

administered intracutaneously on the left middle finger (Bromm & Meier, 1984). For each participant, 

five different intensities based on that participant’s sensation and pain thresholds were administered. 

Of the five intensities, one was the pain threshold and the other four were defined relative to this pain 

threshold, namely -50%, -25%, +25% and +50% of the threshold range which was defined as the range 

between the sensation threshold and the pain threshold. The sensation threshold was determined by 

first administering stimuli at zero intensity and then gradually increasing the intensity until the stimuli 

were experienced consciously. Once experienced consciously (sensation threshold), stimuli were once 

again administered with an intensity that gradually increased from the sensation threshold until the 

stimuli were defined as painful by the participant (pain threshold). This procedure was repeated three 

times in order to generate a reliable measurement.  

 

Paradigm 

The stimuli were presented using a rating paradigm (Bromm, 1984). The paradigm consisted of 150 

stimuli. The five intensities mentioned above were presented semi-randomly. The interstimulus interval 

(ISI) ranged from 9 to 11 seconds. Subjects were asked to rate the intensity of each stimulus on a 

Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) from 0 to 100, whereby 0 is no sensation and 100 is the most excruciating 
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pain imaginable. The first stimulus of the paradigm was set at the pain threshold. As a reference, 

subjects were instructed that this intensity was ‘60’.  

 

EEG recording  

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically shielded and sound shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). 

Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz, Pz, C3, C4, T3 and T4 using the international 10-20 system 

(Jasper, 1958). Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on each ear lobe. 

To control for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed one 

centimetre under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were 

fixed using Ten20tm conductive paste. Neuroscan 4.3 software was used for EEG recording. 

 

Procedure  

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study and told that 

they would undergo EEG registration while receiving various intensities of electric stimuli, some of which 

would be painless and others that would be somewhat painful. After providing informed consent, EEG 

electrodes were placed and the shock electrode was attached to the top of the left middle finger as 

described by Bromm and Meier (1984): a small opening in the upper layer of the skin was prepared 

using a dental gimlet. Care was taken that this procedure was not painful. In the prepared opening, a 

platinum electrode was placed and fixed with tape. The sensation and pain threshold were then 

determined and, once completed, the rating paradigm was initiated.  

 

Data reduction 

EEG was recorded with a 1000 Hz sampling rate using Neuroscan 4.3. The trials selected from the 

continuous EEG started 200 ms prior to the stimulus and ended 1500 ms post-stimulus. The data were 

filtered offline (bandpass 0-50Hz) and baseline correction took place. Trials with EOG activity exceeding 

+75mA or -75mA were excluded from the analyses.  
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Statistical analyses 

First, we endeavoured to replicate the findings of previous studies by calculating bivariate correlations 

between averaged NRS scores and averaged ERP measures. The ERP measures used in these correlations 

were as follows: 1) the maximum amplitudes of the N1-component (latency range: 20-55 msec); 2) the 

P1-component (latency range: 55-95 msec); 3) the N2-component (latency range: 95-145 msec); 4) the 

P3-component (latency range: 145-300 msec); and 5) the N2/P3 complex (slope between N2 and P3) 

(Including the sign i.e. at the N1-component and N2-component, the amplitude is < 0). These 

components have been shown to be related to the processing of stimulus intensity (Kanda et al, 2002; 

Becker et al, 2000; Zaslansky et al, 1996; Bromm, 1984). We then conducted multilevel analyses with the 

NRS score per trial as dependent variable. Each ERP measure was split into a between-subject variable 

(mean peak) and a within-subject variable (peak minus the mean peak) in order to distinguish between-

subject correlations for ERP and subjective pain reporting from within-subject correlations. 

Furthermore, the following covariates were included in the model: intensity, triallinear, trialquadratic 

[trial**], trialinverse [1/trial], age, gender, absolute sensation threshold, absolute pain threshold and 

intensity of the previous stimulus3. To note, triallinear was centred and runs from -74 to +74, trialquadratic 

from 0 to +5476 and trialinverse from 1/1 to 1/149 (i.e. from 1 to almost 0). The between-subject 

covariates, the within-subject factor intensity and ERP measures were all centred meaning that the 

sample mean was subtracted from each individual score (Van Breukelen & Van Dijk, 2007). This was 

done so that we could interpret the intercept and prevent collinearity in models with many interaction 

terms. To accommodate differences between persons, the intercept and slopes of stimulus intensity and 

triallinear were allowed to vary randomly between persons. Finally, interactions between intensity and the 

ERP measures and between trial (linear, quadratic and inverse) and the ERP measures were included in 

the model. 

Since the number of repeated measures was 150 (trials), the most general covariance structure that 

could be fitted was AR1 + measurement error (in SPSS, this is confusingly called ARMA1). This structure 

can handle both white noise (measurement error) and coloured noise (AR1). The goodness of fit of that 

covariance structure was significantly better than that of its competitors, namely compound symmetry 

(CS) and AR1. The random intercept and slopes were allowed to correlate by choosing for an 

unstructured 3*3 covariance matrix for these effects. 

                                                 
3
 Based on results of a study which is currently under review, we decided to include a quadratic and inverse effect of trial in 

addition to the linear effect.  
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As mentioned in section 2.3, the NRS of the first trial was set at ‘60’. Therefore there was no variance in 

NRS on this trial and thus this trial was left out of the analyses. 

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0. All p-values ≤ 0.001 (two-tailed with Bonferroni 

correction for the number of cranial locations, namely seven, and components, namely four, each of 

which was split up into a between- and within-subject part) were considered as statistically significant.  

 

Results 

To get a general view of the NRS data, two figures are given that display the average NRS. Figure 1 gives 

the average NRS scores per trial. This shows a saw-tooth-like figure, which is partly caused by the semi-

random presentation of five different intensities en partly due to unobserved within-subject state 

variations causing noise. The overall habituation of the NRS scores is a bit difficult to see, but when we 

look at the predicted habituation curve, it becomes clear that the NRS scores decrease over time (from 

about 50 to 30) and not just in a linear fashion. In figure 2, the average NRS scores per trial are displayed 

separately for the five different intensities. Again saw-tooth-like curves are presented, caused by within-

subject state variations and by variations in preceding trial intensities (a factor which will be seen to be 

related to NRS), but the habituation is more visible. This figure shows that the habituation is strongest in 

the first few trials. 

 
Association between subjective ratings and ERP: Correlations 

In order to replicate the results of previous studies, we calculated correlations between averaged ERP 

amplitudes and the averaged subjective rating of pain (NRS), using persons as the unit of analysis (N = 

85). The results showed a significant and a marginally significant correlation of the N2 component at Pz 

and T3 (resp. r = -0.346, p = 0.001 and r = -0.233, p = 0.033). 

The correlation between the N2/P3 peak-to-peak amplitude and the NRS was also calculated. At three 

cranial locations, namely Cz, Pz and C4 (resp. r = 0.237, p = 0.030 and r = 0.305, p = 0.005 and r = 0.221, 

p = 0.045), did this slope correlate marginally significantly with the NRS. The ERP components, on which 

this correlation was found significant in previous studies, are equal to those found in the present study. 

However, in this study lower correlations were found. 
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Association between subjective ratings and ERP: Multilevel analyses 

In order to study the association between ERP measures and the subjective experience of pain, while 

controlling for relevant confounders, multilevel analyses were performed. In the initial model for the 

peak analyses, all components of all cranial locations and the covariates were included (except for the 

N2/P3 slope, to be included in section 3.4). ERP components that were not significant were 

consecutively deleted from the model until only Bonferroni-corrected significant ERP predictors 

remained. Table 1 displays the final model. This model showed significant effects of the P1-component 

(at Fz, T3 and T4), the N2-component (at Cz) and the P3-component (at Fz, Cz, T3 and T4). All these 

components were within-subject variables. Note that none of the between-subject ERP measures were 

significant. The directions of these effects were not the same for all these significant effects. The P3-

component at Fz and the P1-component at T3 and T4 had negative effect estimates, indicating that 

higher maximum peak amplitudes are related to lower subjective ratings. The other effects showed that 

stronger peak amplitudes are related to higher subjective ratings. Further, the results showed that 

intensity, triallinear, trialquadratic, trialinverse and the intensity of the previous trial all had a significant effect 

on the NRS scores. The effects of the between-subject covariates pain threshold, sensation threshold, 

age and gender were not significant. Furthermore, significant random between-subject variance was 

found with respect to the intercept and the effects (regression weights) of intensity and trial4. This 

implies person by intensity and person by trial number interactions, or stated differently, interpersonal 

differences in sensitivity to stimulus intensity and in rate of habituation.  

 

Interactions with intensity and trial 

The models described above, in which only significant ERP components were remaining, were 

supplemented by interactions between intensity and the ERP measures and by interactions between 

trial (linear, quadratic and inverse) and the ERP measures. The non-significant covariates (pain 

threshold, sensation threshold, age and gender) were excluded from the model, as were non-significant 

interactions, using alpha = 0.05 for deletion and alpha = 0.001 for conclusions. The results are displayed 

in Table 2. The analysis reveals a significant intensity*N2 effect (at Cz), a triallinear*N2 effect (at Cz) and a 

triallinear*P3 effect (on Cz). First, looking at interactions significant at the 0.001 level, the betas of those 

interactions with intensity imply that the relation of maximum peak amplitude of CzN2 with the NRS 

score is stronger at higher stimulus intensities. The beta’s of the interactions with triallinear show that the 

                                                 
4
 The covariances accompanying these random between-subject variances were also statistically significant. Also, all AR1+ME 

noise parameters were significant (for details of the statistical model, see the appendix).  
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relations of maximum peak amplitude CzN2 and CzP3 with the subjective ratings apparently decrease 

over trials. Additional data analysis (not shown here) showed both ERP measures on NRS to diminish 

over trials and to be no longer significant at the last trial. 

Looking next at marginally significant (0.05 > p > 0.001) interactions, the peak analyses suggests an 

intensity*P3 effect (at Cz, p = 0.005 and T3, p = 0.002). What these results show, is that the association 

between subjective pain ratings and the amplitudes of specific components of the pain-ERP are 

dependent on the intensity of the stimulus and on time (trial number).  

 
Peak-to-peak component with multilevel analysis 

Lastly, we investigated the N2/P3 peak-to-peak, since this slope is often mentioned in the literature. We 

replaced the N2 and P3 peak amplitudes for each cranial location with two new predictors: 1) the sum of 

the two absolute peak amplitudes, and 2) the difference between the two absolute peak amplitudes. In 

this manner, it was possible to see whether the peak-to-peak component contains unique information (a 

significant difference measure) while maintaining the total ERP information in the model by 

supplementing the N2/P3 difference with the N2/P3 sum. With respect to N1 and P1 the model was as 

before and each ERP predictor was split up into a BS and WS term. For a clear comparison with the final 

model of Table 1 the model contained no interactions. Again, non-significant ERP components were 

consecutively deleted from the full model (all components of all cranial locations) until only significant 

ERP parameters remained. The results show that only the Czslope (difference) was significant and thus 

indicated that the N2/P3 peak-to-peak amplitude at Cz contains unique information (estimate = 0.038, 

SE = 0.007, p < 0.001) in the prediction of NRS. Thus, higher N2/P3 peak-to-peak amplitudes are 

accompanied by higher NRS. 

 

Discussion 

The main goal of this study was to investigate the association between Event-Related Potentials (ERP) 

and the subjective experience of pain in a comprehensive manner. Using multilevel analyses we were 

able to include single trial data and study the association between the ERP measures and subjective 

ratings not only between persons but also within persons. 

By way of validation, we first calculated between-subject correlations for specific ERP components (N1, 

P1, N2, P3 and N2/P3slope) and the subjective ratings. Although the results of this study are comparable 

to those of previous studies, the present correlations were somewhat lower (correlations ranging from 
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0.232 to 0.317). A possible explanation for this is that in previous studies, trials were clustered by 

intensity and in the present study the intensities were mixed semi-randomly. Therefore it is possible 

that the present (rating) paradigm causes a larger variability in the (pain) ratings, leading to attenuation 

of correlations. However, an average of 150 trials is not expected to suffer much from attenuation due 

to measurement error.  

Next, a multilevel analysis was performed on single trial data with the inclusion of possible influential 

covariates (stimulus intensity, trial number, pain threshold, sensation threshold, age and gender). The 

results showed that, independent of these covariates, especially the P1 and P3 components at Fz and Cz 

were highly significant predictors of NRS. As mentioned in the results section the direction of effect was 

not the same for all the significant ERP predictors. While most effect estimates (B) showed that larger 

peak amplitudes (of specific pain components) were related to higher NRS scores, some showed an 

opposite effect. These opposite effects were not in line with our a priori expectations. Since we 

corrected the result for multiple testing (Bonferroni correction) we cannot ignore this finding. Post hoc 

we explain this by the fact that different biopsychological processes (Feuerstien et al, 1987) are 

embedded in the pain-ERP and that these processes have different influences on the subjective 

experience of pain.  

In a next step, we included interactions in the model in order to investigate whether the association 

between the ERP and subjective ratings was dependent on stimulus intensity or trial number. The 

results showed significant interactions of ERP with both stimulus intensity and trial number, all of these 

at Cz and most consistently concerned the P3 component. The interaction pattern (i.e. the B’s) with 

intensity implies that the association between these ERP components and the subjective rating 

increases as the intensity of the stimulus increases. This finding was also reported by Chen and 

colleagues (1979). The interaction with trial number shows that the relation between specific 

components at Cz and the subjective pain ratings decreases as trial number increases.  

The last step in the analyses concerned an inclusion of the N2/P3 peak-to-peak component. Since we 

not only calculated the difference in absolute peak amplitude between the N2 and the P3 component, 

but also their sum, we were able to determine if this slope contains unique information or if it is equal 

to including the two components separately in the model. The results show a genuine N2/P3 peak-to-

peak effect at Cz. The marginally significant correlations we found earlier for the N2/P3 peak-to-peak at 

Pz and C4 were not replicated with the multilevel analyses, indicating that these did not contain unique 

‘slope’ information.  
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In the analyses described above, only within-subject ERP variables were significant. It is possible that the 

between-subject ERP variables were not significant because of low power (the effective sample size for 

between-subject effects being the number of persons and not the number of trials), and/or because of a 

restriction of range (since stimulus intensities were geared to each person’s sensory and pain threshold 

which may have reduced between-subject variance in ERP or NRS). Another potential explanation is 

quite simply that there is no between-subject association for ERP and NRS. However, the regression 

weights of the between-subject ERP measures in the initial models were larger than those of the within-

subject measures. The same held for standardized regression weights. This makes the low power 

explanation more likely than the explanation that there is simply no between-subject association for ERP 

and NRS. 

With respect to the covariates intensity, trial (linear, quadratic and inverse) and intensity of the previous 

trial, we found, as expected, highly significant effects. The intensity effect means that stronger 

intensities elicit higher NRS scores. The three significant trial effects (linear, quadratic and inverse) 

represent three time patterns. The trialinverse effect has been described by Milne and colleagues (1999) 

and signifies a strong habituation in only the first few trials. The triallinear effect has also often been 

observed in experimental research (Miltner et al, 1987; Arntz & Lousberg, 1990) and represents a 

constant but habituation over time. The third time effect, the trialquadratic effect is less well known. A 

quadratic function (a parabolic function) is characterized by a decrease, which is followed by an 

increase. Although the quadratic effect was significant in the analyses, no actual dishabituating effect 

was found. Only a decrease in maximum peak amplitude was found. This is probably because the 

number of stimuli was not large enough. Aside from the intensity and trial effects, the intensity of the 

previous trial was also an important predictor of NRS. This implies that subjects based their NRS of the 

actual stimulus partly on the intensity of the previous trial.  

A point of concern in this study is the generalizability of the present results from the laboratory to 

clinical practice. Pain elicited in a controlled experimental setting, as was the case in our study, differs 

from clinical pain in sensation, duration, controllability and meaning. Another point of concern is that, in 

this study, only healthy pain-free subjects participated.  

We believe that the results of this study provide evidences that the link between ERP measures and NRS 

is far more complex than previously thought. When using Event-Related Potentials as a relatively 

objective measurement of pain, it is important to realize that single trial data should be used since also 

intensity, trial number and intensity of the previous trial are strong predictors of subjective pain ratings. 

Furthermore, the association between ERP measures and subjective ratings appears to depend on 
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stimulus intensity and trial number (i.e. habituation), as the finding of several interactions indicates. 

Future research that seeks to replicate the present results and generalize them to other populations 

(e.g. pain patients), other pain stimuli (e.g. C02 laser stimuli or paradigms (e.g. oddball), is required to 

gain further insight in the complex association between subjective pain reports and Event-Related 

Potentials.  
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      Figure 2 NRS scores per intensity and trial 

 

Figure 1 NRS scores per trial. The thicker solid line represents the predicted curve based on the model with only 
the three trial effects as predictors. 
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Table 1 Table 1 Estimates, standard errors and two-tailed level of significance are given for the fixed and random 

parameters. WS= within-subject. Finally, the series of residuals ije  of person i was a sum of white noise (measurement 

error) plus colored noise (autoregressive of order 1), with parameter estimates: 
2

e
= 106.86, 


= 0.731 and 


= 0.305. 

For details of this noise structure, see the appendix. 

Parameter Estimate (B) Std. Error (SE) Sig. (p) 

Fixed    

Intercept 35.8539 1.6658 < 0.001 

Intensity 9.3696 .4346 < 0.001 

Triallinear -.0695 .0098 < 0.001 

Trialquadratic .0006 .0001   < 0.001 

Trialinverse 12.3340 1.5040 < 0.001 

Absolute pain threshold 1.5986 1.7641 .368 

Absolute sensation threshold -1.6002 11.2386 .887 

Age .0311 .0923 .737 

Gender -.2733 1.4162 .848 

Intensity of the previous trial 1.5893 .0642 < 0.001 

FzP1 (WS) .0484 .0107  < 0.001 

CzN2 (WS) -.0336 .0074 < 0.001 

FzP3 (WS) -.0318 .0079 < 0.001 

CzP3 (WS) .0318 .0075 < 0.001 

T3P1 (WS) -.0580 .0142 < 0.001 

T4P1 (WS) -.0533 .0141 < 0.001 

T3P3 (WS) .0442 .0119 < 0.001 

T4P3 (WS) .0442 .0099 < 0.001 

Random    

Intercept variance 207.9981 34.6196 < 0.001 

Intensity slope variance 14.8754 2.4077 < 0.001 

Triallinear slope variance 0.0059 0.001 < 0.001 
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Table 2 Multilevel model with maximum peak parameters and interactions with intensity and trial. Estimates, standard 

errors and two-tailed level of significance are given for the fixed and random parameters. WS= within-subject. 
2

e
= 

117.638, 


= 0.602 and 


= 0.182. 

 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Sig. 

Fixed    

Intercept 35.7650 1.6113 < 0.001 

Intensity 9.2671 .4473 < 0.001 

Triallinear -.0605 .0094 < 0.001 

Trialquadratic .0004 7.8356E-5 . < 0.001 

Trialinverse 17.6184 1.4366 < 0.001 

Intensity of the previous trial 1.5947 .0721 < 0.001 

FzP1 (WS) .0646 .0106 < 0.001 

CzN2 (WS) -.0338 .0074 < 0.001 

FzP3 (WS) -.0440 .0078 < 0.001 

CzP3 (WS) .0273 .0075 < 0.001 

T3P1 (WS) -.0757 .0140 < 0.001 

T4P1 (WS) -.0541 .0140 < 0.001 

T3P3 (WS) .0554 .0118 < 0.001 

T4P3 (WS) .0464 .0099 < 0.001 

CzN2 (WS)*intensity -.0263 .0053 < 0.001 

CzP3(WS)*intensity .0140 .0050 .005 

T3P3(WS)*intensity .0194 .0062 .002 

CzN2(WS)* triallinear .0006 .0002 < 0.001 

CzP3(WS)* triallinear -.0008 .0002 < 0.001 

Random    

Intercept variance 206.1606 33.5825 < 0.001 

Intensity slope variance 15.6020 2.8828 < 0.001 

Triallinear slope variance 0.0061 0.0010 < 0.001 
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Abstract 

Event-Related Potentials have been found to be related to subjective experience of experimental pain. 

But how are they related to the subjective experience of clinical pain? The current study investigated the 

predictive value of the pain ERP for the subjective experience of clinical pain. Event-Related Potentials in 

response to experimental pain were measured in 75 chronic low back pain sufferers. In addition a two-

week registration was done of the amount of pain they experienced in daily life. The results 

demonstrate that the N2-component at Cz and C4 of painERP (contralateral to the side of the 

stimulation) were significant predictors of clinical pain, even stronger predictors that the accompanying 

subjective ratings of experimental pain. Thus, it seems promising to use Event-Related Potentials as a 

more objective measure to make predictions about a person’s likely pain experience in daily life. 
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Introduction 

Many experimental studies have been conducted in order to examine individual differences in the 

experience of pain. An important advantage of experimental laboratory studies is that the environment 

can be controlled and thus more specific conclusions can be drawn. However, an important issue in 

experimental laboratory research is the difficulty in generalizing the results to clinical practice. In 

experimental work, the intensity, duration and location of a pain stimulus typically are under 

experimental control. However, it is difficult to translate these pain responses to the clinical experience 

of pain. Furthermore, quantitative psychophysiological measures such as the peak amplitudes of Event-

Related Potentials are even more difficult to translate to subjective pain experience. Although research 

has demonstrated that ERPs can serve as a relatively objective measurement of pain compared to 

subjective pain ratings (Stowell, 1977; Bromm, 1984; Becker et al, 1993) and evidence has been 

provided that specific peak components of the ERP significantly correlate with subjective ratings of pain 

(Garcia-Larrea et al, 1997; Kanda et al, 2002), the question remains what exactly ERP measures tell us 

about the amount of pain that people experience in daily life. Can the pain-ERP be used as a predictor 

for clinical pain?  

To our knowledge, no studies have been performed that attempted to answer these questions. 

However, there have been some studies in that demonstrated the predictive value of ERPs for other 

clinical outcomes. Kemp and colleagues (2006) found that, in combination with personality and cognitive 

factors, the left-lateralized P150 could predict the severity of non-clinical depression. Also, specific 

components of the ERP have been found to predict awakening in coma patients (Daltrozzo et al, 2006). 

Furthermore, selected ERP time segments across different electrodes have proven to contain signal 

features that discriminate Alzheimer patients from control subjects with high sensitivity and specificity 

(Benvenuto et al, 2002). 

The current study was designed to measure pain responses in both a laboratory setting and in daily life, 

in a sample of patients with chronic low back pain. The aim of the study was twofold. First, the relation 

between subjective ratings of experimental pain and subjective ratings of clinical pain was examined. 

Second, it was investigated to what degree cortical processing of experimental pain can predict clinical 

pain in daily life. The hypotheses were that i) a positive association exists between subjective ratings of 

experimental pain and clinical pain and ii) persons showing stronger pain processing in the experimental 

setting show higher pain ratings in daily life.  
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Methods 

Approval has been obtained from the medical ethics committee of the Academic Hospital Maastricht, on 

January, 6th, 2005. All subjects gave their verbal and written informed consent prior to the experiment. 

 

Subjects  

Seventy-seven subjects with chronic non-specific low back pain were included. Chronic low back pain 

was specifically chosen since this is a highly prevalent chronic pain problem which is a clear recognizable 

complaint for patients. The latter was especially important because the patients were drawn from the 

general population (via advertisements distributed door to door). They were required to have low back 

pain for at least six months with no other interfering pain complaints. The low back pain complaints 

concerned non-malignant chronic pain. Furthermore, they did not use any analgesics or psychoactive 

drugs.   

 

Stimuli 

The stimuli used in the experimental part of the study were electrical pulses of ten milliseconds 

duration. These were administered intracutaneously on the left middle finger. For each participant, five 

different intensities based on that participant’s sensation and pain thresholds were administered. Of the 

five intensities, one was the pain threshold and the other four were defined relative to this pain 

threshold, namely -50%, -25%, +25% and +50% of the threshold range which was defined as the range 

between the sensation threshold and the pain threshold. The sensation threshold was determined by 

first administering stimuli at zero intensity and then gradually increasing the intensity until the stimuli 

were experienced consciously. Once experienced consciously (sensation threshold), stimuli were once 

again administered with an intensity that gradually increased from the sensation threshold until the 

stimuli were defined as painful by the participant (pain threshold). This procedure was repeated three 

times in order to generate a more reliable measurement.  

 

Rating paradigm 

The stimuli, described above, were presented using a rating paradigm (Bromm, & Meier, 1984). The 

paradigm consisted of 150 stimuli. The five intensities mentioned above were presented semi-randomly. 

The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) ranged from 9 to 11 seconds. Subjects were asked to rate the intensity of 
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each stimulus on a Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) from 0 to 100, whereby 0 is no sensation and 100 is the 

most excruciating pain imaginable. The first stimulus of the paradigm was set at the pain threshold. As a 

reference, subjects were instructed that this intensity was ‘60’.  

 

 

EEG recording 

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically- and sound-shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). Ag/AgCl 

electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz, Pz, C3, C4, T3 and T4 using the international 10-20 system (Jaspers, 

1958). Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on each ear lobe. In order 

to control for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed 1 

centimetre under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were 

fixed using 10-20 conductive paste. Neuroscan 4.3 software was used for EEG recording. 

 

Personality 

Subjects were asked to complete the NEO Personality Inventory. The NEO-PI-R is based on a five-factor 

model of personality. The five personality factors measured are Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, 

Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. Validity and reliability measures of the NEO-PI-R are adequate 

(Hoekstra et al, 1996). 

 

Booklets 

In order to measure pain in daily life, subjects completed a daily questionnaire containing 4 questions 

concerning their pain complaints, during a two week period. Subjects were instructed to answer the 

questions before bedtime. The 4 questions were: 

How much pain do you have at this moment? (pain) 

How is your mood at this moment? (mood) 

How much physical and mental effort did your activities cost today? (effort) 

How much stress did you experience today? (stress) 

These questions where assessed with a Visual Analogue Scale measuring 100 mm. Validity and reliability 

measures of the NEO-PI-R are adequate (Hoekstra et al, 1996). 
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Procedure  

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study. Subjects were 

told that they would undergo EEG-registration while they received electric shocks. After signing the 

informed consent form, subjects were asked to fill in the NEO-PI-R. Then, EEG electrodes were placed 

and the shock electrode was attached to the top of the left middle finger as described by Bromm and 

Meier (1984): a small opening in the upper layer of the skin was prepared using a dental gimlet. Care 

was taken that this procedure was not painful. In the prepared opening, a platinum electrode was 

placed and fixed with tape. Next, the sensation and pain threshold were determined and after that the 

Rating paradigm was initiated. After the experiment subjects returned home and started filling in the 

first booklet the day after the experiment.  

 

ERPs 

EEG was recorded with 1000 Hz sampling rate, using Neuroscan 4.3 software. Trials were selected from 

the continuous EEG, from 200 ms prior to the stimulus until 1500 ms post-stimulus. Data was offline 

filtered (bandpass 0-50Hz) and baseline-corrected. Trials with EOG activity exceeding +75mA and -75mA 

were excluded from the analyses.  

 

Statistical analyses 

Linear regressions were performed in which the mean pain score of the booklets rated over 14 days was 

used as dependent variable. The analyses were performed in three steps. First, significant covariates 

were determined. We hypothesized that the following covariates were of potential influence on the 

mean pain score: age, gender, mood, stress, effort (all measured from the booklets), duration of pain 

complaints and personality (five main factors: Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Conscientiousness 

and Altruism). Second, the mean rating in response to experimental pain stimuli (NRS) was added as 

predictor of clinical pain. Third, in addition to the significant covariates, mean ERP peak amplitudes of 

the following components: N1 (20-55msec), P1 (56-95msec), N2 (96-145msec), P2 (146-300msec) were 

tested as predictors of clinical pain. These components have been shown to be associated with the 

processing of stimulus intensity (Kanda et al, 2002; Becker et al, 2000; Zaslansky et al, 1996; Bromm, 

1984). Only the mean ERP measures of the strongest intensity were used in the analyses. 
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All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 16.0 software. P-values ≤ 0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. For the analyses concerning the ERP measures, the p-value was corrected for 

multiple testing (0.05/3 = 0.017).  

 

Results 

Seventy-seven subjects (35 men and 42 women) with chronic low back-pain were included in the 

analyses. The mean pain score collected over 14 days was computed based on valid ratings only (sum/ 

(14-number of missing values)). More than 83% of the subjects did not have any missing data. The mean 

pain score was normally distributed with an overall mean of 38.9 (SD = 16.3). The mean age was 40.3 

years (SD = 15.2). Mean duration of the low back-pain complaints was 12.2 years (SD = 11.9). Figure 1 

shows the grand average of the response to the strongest pain intensity (50% above the pain threshold) 

at Cz. 

 

First, covariates which significantly predicted the mean pain score were identified. A regression analysis 

with the mean clinical pain score as dependent variable and the list of covariates as independent 

variables (see method section), showed that only stress (as reported in the booklets) and 

conscientiousness (one of the NEO-PI-R scales) were significant predictors. Stress was positively 

associated with the clinical pain score (B=0.58, SE=0.13, p<0.001), indicating that a higher stress score 

was associated with higher clinical pain scores. Conscientiousness was also positively associated with 

clinical pain (B=0.29, SE=0.10, p=0.003). Subjects who were more conscientious reported higher levels of 

clinical pain. This model explained 30% of the total variance of the mean pain score. The other 

covariates did not significantly predict clinical pain score (all p-values > 0.15).  

In order to test the first hypothesis, a regression with stress, conscientiousness and the mean NRS as 

predictors was tested. This model demonstrated that subjective ratings of experimental pain stimuli 

significantly predicted subsequent ratings of clinical pain (B = -0.23, SE = 0.11, p = 0.042). The Beta was 

negative, indicating that individuals with lower ratings of experimental pain reported stronger pain in 

daily-life. This model explained 34% of the total variance of the mean pain score. Thus, hypothesis 1 was 

rejected.  

For the second hypothesis, the ERP measures were added instead of the subjective ratings of 

experimental pain. Separate models were tested for each ERP component (4), and locations were 

clustered: the central midline locations (Fz, Cz, Pz), the lateral locations (C3, C4, T3, T4) and the sensory 
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motor cortex locations (C3, Cz, C4). The results of the series of regression analyses yielded one specific 

significant model with significant ERP predictors. This model consisted of the psychological predictors in 

combination with the N2-component at Cz and C4 (table 1). This model explained 37% of the total 

variance of the mean pain score, an increase of 7% compared to the model with only the covariates. The 

two N2-components had directionally opposite B estimates, the B of the N2-component at Cz being 

negative and the B of the N2-component at C4 being positive. Further analysis revealed that the two N2-

components were only statistically significant when they were both in the model. This model explained 

39% of the total variance of the mean pain score. 

Finally, the model with significant ERP measures was extended with the mean NRS score (table 2). This 

model revealed that the mean NRS was no longer a significant predictor of clinical pain when corrected 

for the cortical processing of experimental stimuli. The N2-components of Cz and C4, however, did 

remain statistically significant, indicating their effect was not reducible to other predictors.  

 

Discussion 

The aim of the current study was to investigate whether Event-Related Potentials in response to 

experimental noxious stimuli predicted the level of clinical pain in daily life. The results demonstrated 

that this was the case.  

Since multiple factors influence the subjective experience of clinical pain, significant covariates were 

determined before the hypotheses were tested. Stress, which was also measured in daily life, was the 

covariate with the strongest. Higher stress scores were associated with higher clinical pain ratings. This 

finding is in accordance with findings of previous studies (Labbé et al, 1997; Aslaksen & Flaten, 2008). 

Furthermore, the personality trait conscientiousness was also positively associated with ratings of 

clinical pain. Conscientiousness is a personality trait which is characterized by self discipline, carefulness, 

deliberation and need for achievement (Hoekstra et al, 1996). Subjects who were more conscientious 

reported more clinical pain. This is in agreement, to a degree, with an earlier study by Farman and 

colleagues (2008), who demonstrated that chronic pain patients showed higher scores on the 

conscientiousness scale compared to pain free controls. All other hypothesized covariates were not 

associated with clinical pain ratings.  

Subsequently, the association between subjective ratings of experimental pain (NRS) and ratings of 

clinical pain was tested. The results showed that, in combination with the two covariates, higher ratings 

of clinical pain were associated with lower ratings of experimental pain. This was not as hypothesized: 
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subjective response to experimental pain and clinical pain co-vary in opposite rather than similar 

directions. A possible post-hoc explanation may be that persons experiencing higher levels of pain in 

daily life are “de-sensitized” to experimental nociceptive stimuli.  

Next, the association between cortical processing of experimental pain and ratings of clinical pain was 

analysed. Independent of the covariates stress and conscientiousness, the N2-component at Cz and C4 

were significant predictors of the mean rating of clinical pain. The N2-component at Cz was negatively 

associated with clinical pain whereas the N2-component at C4 was positively associated with clinical 

pain. The fact that these components were only significant in the presence of each other suggests 

‘suppression’. Each of these two ERP measures may explain a small but unique part of the mean pain 

variance, and co-depend on each other in the model. These directionally opposite associations are 

interesting since it was expected that a stronger N2-component was associated with more pain in daily-

life (the more negative the N2-component the higher the mean pain score). This only holds true for the 

N2-component at Cz. The opposite was observed for the N2-component at C4, where more negative ERP 

amplitudes correspond with lower mean pain ratings. This suggests an association corresponding to pain 

reduction for the N2-component at C4 and one suggesting increase in pain for the N2-component at Cz. 

The phenomenon of inhibitory and excitatory factors influencing the pain experience has been 

described earlier (Wall, 1964).  

Finally, analyses in which mean NRS as well as the ERP measures were included revealed that the ERP 

measures remained significant predictors whereas the subjective NRS did not. This finding suggests that 

ERP measures may be useful for prediction of chronic pain over-and-above subjective ratings, possibly 

because Event-Related Potentials are less vulnerable to bias and are multidimensional measures 

(measuring more aspects of the processing of pain). 

This study has some limitations. First, pain in daily life was measured only once a day, at a fixed time. 

Perhaps multiple random measurements during the day, for example using momentary assessment 

technology (Myin-Germeys et al, 2009), provides more detailed information about pain and its course 

during the day. Second, a possible important covariate of daily pain ratings, which was not measured in 

this study, is the presence of a partner or spouse during the research interview. Research has revealed a 

significant pain augmenting influence of solicitous responses of spouses (Lousberg et al, 1992; Schwartz 

& Kraft, 1999). Including this covariate in the analyses could perhaps explain more error variance of 

mean pain score and have a positive effect on the explanatory capacity of the ERP measures. Finally, we 

performed 12 regression analyses in order to test the hypotheses related to ERP measures. P-values 

were only corrected for the clusters of cranial locations. Perhaps this does not lower the type I error 
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enough. However, a strict Bonferroni correction increases the type II error substantially, which could 

result in “throwing the child out with the bathwater” (Perneger, 1998).  

This study demonstrates that the pain-ERP measured in an experimental laboratory setting has 

predictive value for clinical pain in daily life. Although the contribution of the ERP measures to the 

explanation of the mean pain variance may be considered relatively small (7%), the fact that a significant 

contribution to pain in daily life up to two weeks later could be demonstrated may be considered 

remarkable. Thus, the two ERP components in questions may be investigated further for use as an 

objective measure to make predictions about a person’s likely pain experience in daily life.  
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Figure 1 Grand Average of the strongest pain intensity (50% above the pain threshold) at Cz. The Y axis represent amplitude 

in µV and the the x-axis represents time in milliseconds.  

 

Table 1 Regression coefficients of the predictors of subjective rating of clinical pain 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients 

B                          Std. Error 

Sig. 

stress .668 .126 .000 

conscientiousness .256 .095 .009 

CzN2 -1.472 .508 .005 

C4N2 1.750 .675 .012 

 

 

Table 2 Regression coefficients of the predictors of subjective rating of clinical pain 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients 

B                            Std. Error 

Sig. 

stress .671 .125 .000 

conscientiousness .270 .094 .005 

CzN2 -1.348 .508 .010 

C4N2 1.599 .673 .020 

mean NRS -.179 .111 .110 
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Abstract  

A deficit in habituation to painful stimuli is often proposed as an explanation for the chronicification of 

pain. Only a limited number of studies has investigated whether chronic pain patients have a deficit in 

habituation in comparison to pain-free controls. The aim of this study was to investigate difference in 

habituation of cortical pain processing between chronic pain patients and pain-free controls. Seventy-

eight subjects with chronic low back pain complaints and seventy-nine pain-free controls received 

electrical pain stimuli. Event-Related Potentials served as outcome pain measures. Differences in 

habituation between the two groups were investigated with multilevel random regression analysis. 

Furthermore, the influence of depressive symptoms on any difference in habituation was investigated. 

An interaction between group and trial number was found, indicating that the maximum peak 

amplitudes decreased over trials in pain-free controls but not patients with chronic pain. In addition, a 

significant three-way interaction between group, trial number and depressive symptoms was found, 

indicating even lower habituation in the chronic pain group with higher level of depressive symptoms. 

Subjects with long lasting low back pain may not habituate to painful stimuli. Furthermore, depressive 

psychopathology may further increase sensitivity to painful stimuli in this group.  
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Introduction 

Low back pain is a frequently occurring pain complaint. In most cases, low back pain resolves 

spontaneously within a short period of time. Sometimes, however, the pain persists and turns chronic 

pain. One of the most important questions in pain research is why some people develop chronic pain 

complaints whereas most others do not. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain such 

individual differences, for example based on cognition and coping styles (Woby et al, 2007; Campbell en 

Edwards, 2009). However, one explanation for the chronification of pain which to date remains under-

researched involves the hypothesis of a deficit in habituation of painful sensations. Habituation is a 

decrease in behavioural response to a stimulus that is repeatedly presented (Thompson & Spencer, 

1966). It is thought that chronic pain patients may present with an inability to habituate to painful 

experiences, resulting in persistent pain. Studies investigating this topic have reported mixed results. 

Brandt & Schmidt, (1987) studied pain tolerance in 8 successive cold pressure tasks in chronic low back 

pain patients and pain-free controls. They reported that the pain-free control group could be divided 

into a subgroup which habituated over trials and a subgroup which sensitized over the trials. The chronic 

pain group, however, neither habituated nor sensitized over time. Arntz and colleagues (1990) found 

that the amount of habituation of pain intensity ratings after 20 successive painful electric shocks was 

equal for both the chronic low back pain group and pain-free controls. Another study from Peters and 

co-workers (1989) found habituation in the control group but not in the group of chronic low back pain 

patients, thus confirming the results of Brandt & Schmidt, (1987). More recently, Valeriani and 

colleagues (2003), measuring Event-Related Potentials (ERP) in response to painful CO2 laser stimulation, 

found reduced habituation of ERP amplitudes in migraine sufferers compared to pain-free controls. 

Tommaso (2005) also studied habituation of ERP amplitudes in response to CO2 laser stimulation and 

found that migraine sufferers did not show habituation, whereas pain-free controls did. Recently, a 

study by Smith and co-workers (2008) reported differences in habituation of subjective pain ratings 

between women suffering from fibromyalgia and pain-free female controls. They found that the women 

with fibromyalgia habituated in response to repeated heat stimuli at a much lower rate than pain-free 

female controls.  

The studies described above used different chronic pain populations, pain stimuli and outcome 

measures and this might explain the differences in results. Nevertheless, the studies overall are 

suggestive of a deficit in habituation in chronic pain patients (as opposed to pain-free controls), but it is 
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not clear whether chronic pain patients have an inability to habituate (qualitative difference) or that 

they merely habituate less than pain-free controls (quantitative difference). 

This study examines in more detail the difference in habituation of experimental pain stimuli between 

chronic pain patients and pain-free controls. Similar to Valeriani and co-workers (2003) and Tommaso 

(2005), Event-Related Potentials were used as outcome measure. Essential in research on habituation is 

to study differences in the responses to repeated stimuli. In pain-ERP research, this means that 

differences in cortical processing between repetitive pain stimuli should be the focus of analysis. This is 

often a problem, given the large amount of stimuli presented. Therefore, averages are usually computed 

to bring this large number back to a small number of block averages. In this averaging process, however, 

within-subject information is lost, while in the case of habituation this represents the primary material 

for analysis. Using multilevel analysis techniques, it is possible to include single-trial data and thus obtain 

all within-subject information. Smith and colleagues (2008) also used the multilevel analysis technique 

to investigate habituation. However, in their study, no Event-Related Potentials were recorded.  

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate whether people experiencing chronic pain have a 

reduced habituation of experimental pain stimuli in comparison to pain-free controls. Furthermore, 

guided by previous literature (Tang et al, 2008; Young et al, 2008), and previous results that show 

differences in depressive symptoms between chronic pain sufferers and pain-free controls, the influence 

of depressive symptoms on reduced habituation was considered. The following hypotheses were tested: 

(i) Compared to pain-free controls, a reduced or absent habituation of the pain-ERP in the chronic pain 

group is expected (i.e. a group*trial number interaction); (ii) This interaction is expected to be 

dependent on the level of depressive symptoms (i.e. a group*trial number*depressive symptoms 

interaction). 

 

Methods 

Subjects 

Seventy-eight subjects with low back pain complaints were included in the sampling frame. The subjects 

had to have low back pain for at least six months with no other interfering pain complaints. All subjects 

had had physical therapy one time or another, but none were in treatment at the time of the 

experiment. Furthermore, seventy-nine pain-free subjects participated in the study. The age ranged 
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from 18 to 65 years. General exclusion criteria were the use of analgesics and psychoactive drugs. 

Participation was rewarded with €25,-. 

 

Stimuli 

Stimuli were electrical pulses of 10 milliseconds duration, which were administered intracutaneously on 

the top of the left middle finger. The pain threshold was determined by gradually increasing the 

intensity of the stimulus, starting at zero intensity. Subjects had to indicate at which intensity the 

stimulus became painful. This procedure was repeated three times for a more reliable measurement.  

 

Habituation paradigm 

The paradigm consisted of 20 stimuli of identical intensity, equal to the pain threshold. The Inter 

stimulus Interval (ISI) was kept at between 9 and 11 seconds.  

 

Psychological assessment  

Subjects were asked to complete the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). This self-administered inventory 

measures depressive symptoms and attitudes with 21 questions which can be rated 0 to 3 in terms of 

intensity. The BDI is a valid and reliable inventory (Beck et al, 1988). 

 

EEG recording 

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically- and sound-shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). Ag/AgCl 

electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz, Pz, C3, C4, T3 and T4 using the international 10-20 system (Jasper, 

1958). Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on each ear lobe. In order 

to control for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed 1 cm 

under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were fixed using 

10-20 conductive paste. Neuroscan 4.3 software was used for EEG recording. 

 

Procedure  

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study. Subjects were 

told that they would undergo EEG-registration while they received electric shocks. They were not 

informed that all stimuli had the same intensity. After signing the informed consent form, EEG 
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electrodes were placed and the shock electrode was attached to the top of the left middle finger as 

described by Bromm and Meier (1984). Next, the pain threshold was determined and after that, the 

habituation paradigm initiated. 

 

Data reduction  

EEG was recorded with 1000 Hz sampling rate, using Neuroscan 4.3 software. Trials were selected from 

the continuous EEG, from 200 ms prior to the stimulus until 1500 ms post-stimulus. Data was offline 

filtered (bandpass 0-50 Hz) and baseline corrected. Trials with EOG activity exceeding +75 mA and -75 

mA were excluded from the analyses.  

 

Statistical analyses 

SPSS 16.0 was used to perform the analyses. A multilevel model for the first hypothesis was performed 

with the following maximum peak components: N1 (20-55 msec), P1 (56-95 msec), N2 (96-145 msec), P2 

(146-300 msec), as dependent variable. Trial number, pain threshold, age, gender and group served as 

independent variables. Trial number was entered in two ways: in its raw form to accommodate a linear 

trend, and in its inverse form (1/trial number) to accommodate strong change in the first trials and 

levelling off at later trials. This was done based on results of an earlier study (Vossen et al, submitted). 

The independent variables, except for trialinverse which runs from 1 to nearly 0, were centred (the sample 

mean was subtracted from each individual score) (Van Breukelen, & Van Dijk, 2007). 

In order to study the difference in habituation between the chronic low back pain suffers and pain-free 

controls, the interaction terms group*triallinear and group* trialinverse were included. For the second 

hypothesis, a measure for depressive complaints (BDI) as main effect, as well as the two- and three-way 

interactions with group and trial (linear and inverse) was included. Within-subject trial-to-trial variation 

was assumed to follow an autoregressive AR1 process.  

For both hypotheses, i.e. the group by trial interaction and the depression by group by trial interaction, 

all p-values ≤ 0.007 (two-tailed with Bonferroni correction for the number of cranial locations, namely 

seven) were considered as statistically significant. In order not to be overly conservative, effects were 

considered threshold significant and reported for p-values between 0.01 and 0.05. 
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Results 

Descriptive statistics 

The groups only differed significantly with respect to BDI scores, with the chronic low back pain sufferers 

having higher scores compared to the pain-free controls (Table 1). Since depressive symptomatology 

was considered a moderator, it was not included as a confounder (second hypothesis).  

 

Reduced or absent habituation of the pain-ERP in the chronic pain group compared to controls 

In order to test the first hypothesis, analyses were performed in which the maximum peak amplitude of 

a certain component (4) at a certain cranial location (7) served as the dependent variable. Trial number, 

pain threshold, age, gender and group served as independent variables. This meant that a total of 28 

analyses were performed for this hypothesis. The interaction between trial and group was of main 

interest. A statistically significant interaction between group and triallinear was found on the P2-

component of C4 (B = 0.15, SE = 0.042, p < 0.001) and T4 (B = 0.12, SE = 0.04, p = 0.001). Similar, 

although of sub-Bonferroni significance, effects (also with triallinear) were found on the N2-component of 

Pz (B = -0.078, SE = 0.04, p = 0.025) and the P2-component of T3 (B = 0.04, SE = 0.02, p = 0.017). Figure 

1a shows the observed differences over trials between the two groups, based on the raw data of the P2-

component of C4. Visual inspection of figure 1a demonstrates that the pain-free control group starts off 

with slightly higher amplitudes than the chronic pain group. Furthermore, the amplitude of the pain-free 

control group seems to slowly decrease over time, while the amplitude of the chronic pain group overall 

stays constant (except for a decrease from trial 1 to 2). Figure 1b shows the predicted difference based 

on the estimates of the analyses. This figure shows that the peak amplitude of pain-free controls is 

predicted to decrease more over trials compared to that of the chronic pain sufferers. No significant 

interactions between group and trialinverse were found.  

In sum, the results support the first hypothesis in that chronic pain sufferers show no habituation of the 

pain-ERP, while the pain free controls do.  

 

The group by trial interaction is moderated by level of depressive symptoms. 

In order to investigate the role of depressive symptoms on the difference in habituation between 

chronic pain sufferers and pain-free controls, three-way interactions (group*triallinear*depression and 

group*trialinverse*depression) were added to the model described in the previous section. One three-way 
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interaction was statistically significant: group*trialinverse*BDI on the N2-component of Pz (B = 0.71, SE = 

0.26, p = 0.007). Three were found marginally significant: group*trialinverse*BDI on the N1-component of 

Fz (B = 0.64, SE = 0.25, p = 0.008) and the N2-component of Fz (B = 0.78, SE = 0.30, p = 0.01) and C4 (B = 

0.56, SE = 0.25, p = 0.027). Figures 2a and 2b show the predicted direction of effects based on the 

estimates from the analyses of the N2 component of Pz. Figure 2a shows that when depression scores 

are low, the maximum peak amplitude of both groups increases over the first few trials and then 

decreases slowly over time. When depression scores are high (figure 2b), however, the maximum peak 

amplitude of the chronic pain group seems to increase slightly (become more negative). The peak 

amplitude of the pain-free controls decreases (become less negative) in a clear non-linear (inverse) 

manner. The contrast between the pain-free group and the chronic pain group is most evident in the 

first few trials.  

These results confirm the hypothesis that depression influences the difference in habituation between 

the chronic low back pain sufferers and pain-free controls. Subjects experiencing chronic pain and 

reporting depressive symptoms show a lack of habituation, at least at the N2 component of Pz.  

 

Discussion 

This study examined the hypothesis that people with chronic pain complaints habituate less or not at all, 

at the cortical level, to painful stimuli in comparison to pain-free controls. Furthermore, the moderating 

influence of depressive symptoms on this difference in habituation was investigated. Multilevel analysis 

enables inclusion of single-trial data of Event-Related Potentials and thus study habituation to painful 

stimuli in a detailed manner.  

The first hypothesis examined whether chronic low back pain sufferers habituated less to painful stimuli 

than pain-free controls. A significant interaction between group and triallinear was found on the P2-

component of C4 and T4. This effect showed that people experiencing chronic low back pain appeared 

to habituate to a much lesser degree than pain-free controls. A directionally similar interaction was 

found, albeit at a marginal level of significance, on the P2-component of T3 and the N2-component of 

Pz. These results are in line with the study by Smith and colleagues (2008) discussed earlier. The N2 and 

P2-components are thought to be generated by neurons in the cingulate cortex, which is part of the 

limbic system (Tarkka and Treede, 1993; Valeriani et al, 1996). This system is important for the 

emotional components of pain.  
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For the second hypothesis, a measure of depressive symptoms (BDI) was added to the model of the first 

hypothesis. The results revealed significant three-way interactions between BDI score, group and 

trialinverse on the N2-component of Pz and C4 and marginally significant three-way interactions on the N1-

component and N2-component of Fz. These results suggest that in the presence of depressive 

symptoms, the pain-free group habituates to the stimuli while the chronic pain group does not. An 

explanation for this effect might be that the etiological pathway of depressive symptoms in pain-free 

controls differs from that in the chronic pain group. The depressive symptoms of the chronic pain group 

may be secondary to the exposure of long lasting pain, generating a vicious circle of increasing 

sensitivity (vigilance) to pain which was picked up in the experimental condition. The depressive 

symptoms in the pain-free group are unlikely associated with chronic pain and therefore form no basis 

for sensitization to painful stimuli. Another explanation might be that a third factor, for instance a 

genetic factor, influences both depressive symptoms as well as pain complaints. In addition, table 1 

displays significantly higher depressive symptomatology for the chronic pain patients compared to the 

pain free controls. For this reason, the observed moderating effect of depressive symptoms may in part 

also constitute a mediating effect, something which cannot be separated statistically. 

The study has a number of limitations. First, since no subjective pain ratings were measured no 

statements on the difference in habituation between the two groups at a given level of subjective (pain) 

experience can be made. Furthermore, the chronic pain sufferers were recruited through 

advertisements. Since the subjects were not referred by a medical doctor or physical therapist, no 

objective diagnostic information was available. It is possible that unknown medical factors influenced 

the results. However, by choosing this type of recruitment, specificity of pain complaints was lost, but 

generalizability was gained. Clinical patient populations represent only the tip of the iceberg when it 

comes to the total number of people experiencing pain in everyday life. This study aimed to address the 

large group of people with chronic pain that are not currently in the medical circuit.  

In conclusion, with the use of Event-Related Potentials and multilevel analysis, the present study 

indicates that habituation to painful experimental stimuli may be different depending on the presence 

of (i) chronic pain and (ii) depression. In contrast to pain-free controls, chronic pain sufferers, especially 

in the presence of depressive complaints, may show less to no habituation. Prospective studies, with 

pain-free subjects or acute pain patients, are required to investigate whether this deficit in habituation 

is a causal mechanism in the development of chronic pain.  
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Table 1 Sociodemographic information 

 Chronic low back pain sufferers 
(N =78) 

Pain free controls  
(N =79) 
 

Gender                male 
                             female 

39 (50%) 
39 (50%) 

31 (39.24%) 
48 (60.76%) 

Age (years) 40.25 (15.28) 35.68 (14.57) 
Absolute pain threshold (mV) 1.15 (0.96) 0.96 (0.68) 
BDI 7.03 (4.57) 3.05 (3.17)* 

                   * Significant with an independent sample t-test (t = 16.23, p < 0.001) 
 
 
 
 
 

                

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1a Group amplitudes over trials (P2-component of C4) 
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                Figure 1b  Group amplitudes over trials (P2-component of C4) 

 

 
                 Figure 2a Predicted direction of effect when depressive symptoms are low (N2-component of Pz) 
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                   Figure 2b Predicted direction of effect when depressive symptoms are high (N2-component of Pz) 
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The full multilevel model: 

 

Yti = ß0 + ß1 triallinear + ß2 trialinverse + ß3 gender + ß4 age + ß5 absolute sensation threshold + ß6 group + ß7 BDI+ ß8 triallinear 

*group+ ß9 trialinverse * group + ß10 triallinear* BDI + ß11 trialinverse * BDI + ß12 triallinear * group*BDI+ ß13 trialinverse * group*BDI eti + u0i  

 

Where: 

t = time point (1 to 20), 

i = subject 

Trial = 20 trial numbers, centred from -9,5 to + 9.5, 

Age = centred continuous variable in years, 

Gender = dichotomous variable, -1 = man, 1= woman, 

Absolute pain threshold = centred continuous variable in mA, 

Group = dichotomous variable, -1 = pain-free controls, 1 = chronic pain sufferers, 

BDI = centred continuous variable representing depressive complaints 

eti = error variance for subject i at time point t. which is assumed to be the sum of an auto correlated component (AR1). 

u0i = personal deviation from the average intercept ß0 

 

This model must be interpreted as follows: 

ß0 = the outcome mean (Amplitude) at trial number 10 for a subject with a mean age and mean absolute pain threshold. 

ß1 = the mean change over trials according to the linear part of the trend  

ß2 = the inverse trial effect  

ß3 = half the mean difference between men and women  

ß4 = the mean change in amplitude per year  

ß5 = the relation between the absolute pain threshold and the amplitude of the component  

ß6 = Half the difference between pain-free controls and chronic pain sufferers 

ß7 = The effect of group on the difference in amplitude between the adjacent trials, according to the linear part of the trend 

ß8 = The effect of group on the difference in amplitude between the adjacent trials, according to the inverse part of the trend 

ß9 = The effect of BDI on the difference in amplitude between the adjacent trials, according to the linear part of the trend 

ß10 = The effect of BDI on the difference in amplitude between the adjacent trials, according to the inverse part of the trend  

ß11 = The effect of BDI on the interaction between group and triallinear 

ß12 = The effect of BDI on the interaction between group and trialinverse 
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The Influence of COMT 158ValMet, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 

A118G polymorphisms on the cortical processing of experimental 

pain. 
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Abstract 

Previous research has demonstrated that the COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G 

polymorphisms impact on the experience of pain. These findings were extended using the phenotype of 

cortical processing of pain assessed with Event-Related Potentials. In the present study, a sample of 78 

individuals with chronic low back pain complaints and 37 healthy controls underwent EEG registration. 

Event-Related Potentials were measured in response to electrical nociceptive stimuli and moderation by 

COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G polymorphisms was assessed. The results 

demonstrated that these polymorphisms did not have a direct effect on the cortical pain processing. 

However, this effect is moderated by the presence of clinical pain complaints. When clinical pain 

complaints are present, the COMT Met allele and the BDNF Met allele seem to augment the cortical pain 

processing, while they reduce the pain processing in pain free controls. In the absence of chronic pain 

complaints the G allele of the OPRM1 reduces the pain processing, as hypothesized. However in the 

presence of chronic pain complaints the G allele augments the pain processing. The current study gives 

evidence that the COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G polymorphisms influence the 

cortical processing of experimental electrical pain stimuli, however the presence of chronic pain 

complaints alters the effect of these gene polymorphisms on the cortical processing of experimental 

noxious stimuli.  
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Introduction 

The experience of pain is subject to individual differences resulting from psychological factors (Carrillo-

de-la-Peňa, 1992), behavioral factors (Fordyce et al, 1976; Craig, 1983) and biological factors (Melzack 

and Wall, 1965). There is rising interest in genetic factors, as these likely explain a substantial portion of 

the inter-individual differences in pain responses (Fillingim et al, 2008). Studies using genetically 

modified mice have proposed a large number of candidate ‘pain genes’ (LaCroix-Fralish, 2007). In human 

studies, however, the list to date is much shorter. In particular, three single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) have been proposed to impact on pain perception; COMT Val158Met (rs4680), BDNF Val66Met 

(rs6265) and the OPRM1 A118G (rs1799971) (Šerý et al, 2005; Max et al, 2006; Buskila, 2007). 

Catechol-O-Methyl Transferase (COMT) is an enzyme that catabolizes catecholamines and thus 

influences the dopaminergic and adrenergic/noradrenergic neurotransmission (Nackley et al. 2006). The 

COMT Val158Met polymorphism codes a of valine (val) by metionine (met) substitution at codon 158, 

resulting in a decreased thermostability of the COMT protein. As such, the val158met polymorphism 

alters the in-vivo activity of the COMT enzyme. Val/Val homozygotes have higher levels of the COMT 

enzyme and correspondingly lower levels of D2 receptor neurotransmission leading to higher level of 

activation of the μ-opioid system (George and Kertesz, 1987; Chen et al, 1993). On the other hand, 

met/met homozygotes have the lower levels of the COMT enzyme, resulting in increased dopaminergic 

neurotransmission. This genetic alteration in COMT activity influences the responsiveness of the µ-

opioid system, which is activated in response to pain and stressors, and typically reduces pain and stress 

responses (Zubieta et al, 2001; Ribeiro et al, 2005). Met/met homozygotes have decreased µ-opioid 

system activation in response to pain (Zubieta et al, 2003). Therefore, Met/Met homozygotes are 

believed to be more sensitive to nociceptive stimuli than heterozygotes or Val/Val homozygotes.  

Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) is a neurotrophin that supports the growth, differentiation 

and survival of neurons in both peripheral and central nervous system. BDNF is released when 

nociceptors are activated and is involved in the activity-dependent pathogenesis of nociceptive 

pathways that may lead to chronification of pain. A genetic variation within the BDNF genes results in a 

valine to metionine substitution at codon 66 (val66met), leading to reduced secretion of the BDNF 

protein and impaired BDNF signalling. The BDNF Val66Met polymorphism may be implicated in 

depression (Sen et al, 2008) and is also hypothesized to influence pain mechanisms (Merighi et al, 2008). 

Despite the hypothesized influence of the Val66Met polymorphism on pain, an online search in PubMed 

and Medline with ‘BDNF val66met’ and ‘pain’ as keyword do not result in any publications.  
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The A118G polymorphism of the μ-Opioid Receptor 1 (OPRM1) gene replaces adenine with guanine 

(Fillingim et al. 2005), increasing the receptor affinity of β-endorphin three-fold (Bond et al. 1998). As 

such, it is hypothesized that this polymorphism increases the activity of the endogenous opioid system, 

which could be associated with a decreased response to nociceptive stimulation (Lötsch et al, 2006). The 

theory that this gene polymorphism influences pain mechanisms comes mainly from mice studies, which 

found that opioid receptor knock-out mice had increased nociceptive responsiveness (Sora et al,. 1997) 

In human studies, the OPRM1 118G allele may increase the dose of morphine needed to achieve pain 

control (Klepstad et al, 2004; Chou et al. 2006). Furthermore, a study by Fillingim and co-workers (2005) 

reported that G allele carriers (infrequent allele) had significantly higher pressure pain thresholds than 

the A allele homozygotes. Lötsch and colleagues (2006) studied the influence of the G allele on the 

cortical pain processing to experimental pain stimuli. They concluded that ERP amplitudes (N1 

component) of carriers of the G allele were, on average, half as high as the amplitude of the non-

carriers, suggesting a lower pain processing for the G allele carriers. 

The work described yield a suggestion that the three gene polymorphisms may influence pain 

responsiveness and that further work is required. It has been suggested that experimental designs 

represent a particularly powerful approach for the study of genetic effects on psychological phenotypes 

as they allow for controlled conditions and investigation of underlying mechanisms (van Os et al, 2008). 

In pain research, Event Related Potentials (ERPs) are frequently used as a more objective measure of 

pain, compared to subjective pain ratings, elicited by controlled exposure to noxious stimuli (Becker et 

al, 1993). Previous research has demonstrated positive correlations between the amplitude of specific 

peak components and the intensity of the pain stimulus (Garcia-Larrea et al, 1997; Kanda et al, 2002), as 

well as between ERP amplitudes and subjective pain ratings (Carmon et al, 1978; Chen et al, 1979). 

Thus, the aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the genetic altered activity of the three 

gene polymorphisms described above on the cortical processing of experimental pain as measured with 

Event-Related Potentials. Results from previous studies (Valeriani et al, 2003; de Tommaso et al, 2008; 

de Tommaso et al, 2009) demonstrate that the pain-ERP to experimental noxious stimuli is influenced by 

the presence of chronic pain complaints. Therefore, any influence of genetic polymorphisms needs to be 

assessed in interaction with clinical pain. 
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For every gene polymorphism three hypotheses were tested: (i) Carriers of the infrequent allele (Met 

allele for COMT and BDNF, and G allele for OPRM1) are expected to have different5 maximum peak 

amplitudes on the pain-specific ERP components (N1, P1, N2 and P2) (Bromm, 1984; Becker et al, 2000; 

Zaslansky et al, 1996; Kanda et al, 2002) in response to experimental pain stimuli compared to non-

carriers. More specifically, concerning the COMT Val158Met polymorphism the Met allele carriers are 

expected to have larger ERP peak amplitudes compared to the non-carriers. For the BDNF Val66Met 

polymorphism, Met allele carriers are also expected to have larger amplitudes compared to the non-

carriers. For the OPRM1 A118G, the G allele carriers are expected to have reduced amplitudes compared 

to non-carriers. (ii) Genetic effects are moderated by the experience of chronic pain. More specifically, 

we expected significant interaction effects between the polymorphisms and group (chronic low back 

pain patients versus pain free controls). 

 

 

Methods 

Approval has been obtained from the medical ethics committee of the Academic Hospital Maastricht, on 

January, 6th, 2005. All subjects gave their verbal and written informed consent prior to the experiment. 

 

Subjects  

Two groups of subjects were included in this study. The first group consisted of seventy-eight subjects 

with low back pain complaints. These subjects were drawn from the general population (via 

advertisements, distributed door to door) and were required to have low back pain for at least six 

months with no other interfering pain complaints. Exclusion criteria were the use of psychoactive drugs 

in general and the use of analgesics more than eight hours before the experiment. The second group 

consisted of thirty-seven pain-free subjects. The age ranged from 18 to 65 years. Exclusion criteria were 

the use of psychoactive drugs in general and the use of analgesics more than eight hours before the 

experiment. Participation was rewarded with €25,-. 

 

 

                                                 
5
 Concerning the COMT Val158Met polymorphism the Met allele carriers are expected to have stronger ERP peak amplitudes 

compared to the non-carriers. For the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism the Met allele carriers are also expected to have stronger 
amplitudes compared to the non-carriers. For the OPRM1 A118G the G allele carriers are expected to have less strong 
amplitudes compared to the non-carriers. 
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Stimuli 

The stimuli used in this study were electrical pulses of ten milliseconds duration. Stimuli were 

administered intracutaneuously on the left middle finger. For each participant, five different intensities 

based on that participant’s sensation and pain thresholds were administered. Of the five intensities, one 

was the pain threshold and the other four were defined relative to this pain threshold, namely -50%, -

25%, +25% and +50% of the threshold range which was defined as the range between the sensation 

threshold and the pain threshold. The sensation threshold was determined by first administering stimuli 

at zero intensity and then gradually increasing the intensity until the stimuli were experienced 

consciously. Once experienced consciously (sensation threshold), stimuli were once again administered 

with an intensity that gradually increased from the sensation threshold until the stimuli were defined as 

painful by the participant (pain threshold). This procedure was repeated three times in order to 

generate a reliable measurement.  

 

Rating paradigm 

The stimuli were presented using a rating paradigm (Bromm, & Meier, 1984). The paradigm consisted of 

150 stimuli. The five intensities mentioned above were presented semi-randomly. The inter-stimulus 

interval (ISI) ranged from 9 to 11 seconds. Subjects were asked to rate the intensity of each stimulus on 

a Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) from 0 to 100, whereby 0 is no sensation and 100 is the most excruciating 

pain imaginable. The first stimulus of the paradigm was set at the pain threshold. As a reference, 

subjects were instructed that this intensity was ‘60’.  

 

EEG recording 

All EEG recordings were conducted in an electrically- and sound-shielded cubicle (3*4 m2). Ag/AgCl 

electrodes were placed on Fz, Cz, Pz, C3, C4, T3 and T4 using the international 10-20 system (Jaspers, 

1958). Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. A reference electrode was placed on each ear lobe. To control 

for possible vertical eye movements, an electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode was placed 1 centimetre 

under the midline of the right eye. A ground electrode was placed at Fpz. All electrodes were fixed using 

10-20 conductive paste. Neuroscan 4.3 software was used for EEG recording. 
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Procedure  

Before starting the experiment, subjects were informed about the purpose of the study. Subjects were 

told that they would undergo EEG-registration while they received electric shocks. After signing the 

informed consent form, EEG electrodes were placed and the shock electrode was attached to the top of 

the left middle finger as described by Bromm and Meier (1984): a small opening in the upper layer of the 

skin was prepared using a dental gimlet. Care was taken that this procedure was not painful. In the 

prepared opening, a platinum electrode was placed and fixed with tape. Next, the sensation and pain 

threshold were determined and after that, the Rating paradigm was initiated.  

 

Genetic analyses 

Buccal cell samples were collected with sterile swabs (Omniswab, Whatman®). DNA was extracted using 

QIAamp DNA Mini Kits (Qiagen). In total, seven SNPs within the COMT gene were determined. The 

following three SNPs were genotyped using TaqMan® SNP Genotyping assays (Applied Biosystems): 

rs4680 (assay ID C__25746809_50), rs6265 (assay ID C__11592758_10), and rs1799971 (assay ID 

C___8950074_1_). All assays were run on a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). 

 

ERPs 

EEG was recorded with 1000 Hz sampling rate, using Neuroscan 4.3 software. Trials were selected from 

the continuous EEG, from 200 ms prior to the stimulus until 1500 ms post-stimulus. Data was offline 

filtered (bandpass 0-50Hz) and baseline corrected. Trials with EOG activity exceeding +75mA and -75mA 

were excluded from the analyses.  

 

Statistical analyses 

Multilevel random regression analyses were performed because of the hierarchical structure of the ERP 

data. Trials (level 1) were clustered in individuals (level 2). The following maximum peak components, 

N1 (20-55msec), P1 (56-95msec), N2 (96-145msec), P2 (146-300msec), served as dependent variable. 

These components have been shown to be related to the processing of stimulus intensity (Kanda et al, 

2002; Becker et al, 2000; Zaslansky et al, 1996; Bromm, 1984). The N1 and P1 components are 

considered to be involved with the sensory processing and generated by activity in the primary and 

secondary somatosensory cortices. The N2 and P2 components are thought to be generated by neurons 
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in the cingulate cortex, which is part of the limbic system which in turn is responsible for the emotional 

processing of pain stimuli (Tarkka & Treede, 1993). Intensity, trial number, sensation threshold, pain 

threshold, age, gender, group and intensity of the previous stimulus served as independent variables in 

a basic model. Trial number was divided in a linear effect, a quadratic and an inverse effect6. The 

independent variables, except for trialinverse, were centred (the sample mean was subtracted from each 

individual score) (Van Breukelen & Van Dijk, 2007). 

In order to study the influences of the three gene polymorphisms they were first added (separately) as 

main factors to the basic model. The polymorphisms were included in the analyses as dichotomous 

variables (allele carriers and non-carriers). In order to test the second hypothesis, interactions between 

group and the gene polymorphisms were added.  

The Scaled Identity covariance structure was used in the multilevel analyses. A random intercept was 

included. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 16.0. All p-values ≤ 0.007 (two-tailed with 

Bonferroni correction for the number of cranial locations, namely seven) were considered as statistically 

significant. Effects were considered marginally significant when p-values were between 0.050 and 0.008. 

 

Results 

Demographic and allele/genotype distribution are displayed in table 1. The pain free control group 

consisted of 21 COMT Met carriers and 15 non-carriers, 11 BDNF Met carriers and 26 non-carriers, and 8 

OPMR1 G carriers and 29 non-carriers. The chronic pain group consisted of 55 COMT Met carriers and 

22 non-carriers, 24 BDNF Met carriers and 54 non-carriers, and 15 OPRM1 G carriers and 61 non-

carriers. Crosstabs revealed no significant difference in distribution between the healthy control group 

and chronic pain group (resp. p = 0.167, p = 0.910, p = 0.815).  

 

The COMT Val158Met gene polymorphism 

The first hypothesis tested for a difference in cortical pain processing between the COMT met allele 

carriers and the non-carriers. The results show that the COMT met allele does not directly explain 

variance of the pain-ERP and therefore do not support the first hypothesis.  

The second hypothesis concerned a moderation of the effect of the Met allele by chronic pain 

complaints. A marginally significant interaction between group (chronic pain patients vs. pain free 

controls) and the Met allele was found on the N2-component of T4 (B = -2.49, SE = 0.79, p = 0.002). 

                                                 
6. Based on a study which is not yet published it was decided to divide the trial effect in a linear, quadratic and inverse effect. 
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Post-hoc analyses per intensity revealed that this interaction was only significant for the intensities 

equal and above the pain threshold. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction effect and shows that in the pain 

free control group the COMT met carriers have a lower maximum peak amplitude (less negative) than 

the non-carriers. In the chronic pain group the carriers have higher maximum peak amplitudes (more 

negative) compared to the non-carriers.  

 

The BDNF Val66Met gene polymorphism 

The results for the first hypothesis did not show any direct effect of the BDNF 66Met allele on the pain-

ERP, indicating that there is no difference in cortical pain processing between Met allele carriers and 

non-carriers. Hereby, the first hypothesis is not supported. 

Analyses, investigating the moderating effect of chronic pain complaints on the effect of the BDNF Met 

allele, revealed a significant interaction between group (chronic pain group and pain free control group) 

and the BDNF Met allele on the P1- component of Cz (B = 1.30, SE = 0.41, p = 0.002) and a marginally 

significant interaction on the P1-component of C3 (B =1.118, SE = 0.442, p = 0.013) and C4 (B = 1.34, SE = 

0.50, p = 0.009). Post-hoc analyses per intensity demonstrated that these interactions were significant 

for the intensities above the pain threshold and not for the intensities below the pain threshold.  Figure 

2 shows the interaction effect on Cz. Similar to the results of COMT, in the pain free control group the 

COMT met carriers have a lower maximum peak amplitude (less positive) than the non-carriers. In the 

chronic pain group the carriers have higher maximum peak amplitudes (more positive) than the non-

carriers.  

 

The OPRM1 A118G gene polymorphism 

Similar to COMT Val158Met and BDNF Val66Met, no main effect of the OPRM1 A118G polymorphism on 

the pain-ERP was found. Carriers of the G allele did not respond differently to experimental nociceptive 

stimuli from non-carriers. 

The results of the second hypothesis revealed only a marginally significant interaction between group 

and OPRM1 G allele on the N2-component of Fz (B = -1.66, SE = 0.66, p = 0.014). Post-hoc analyses for 

the different intensities demonstrated that this intensity was actually only significant for the lowest 

intensity (50% below the pain threshold). This interaction indicates that in the pain free group the 

maximum peak amplitude of the non-carriers is higher (more negative) compared to the carriers. In the 
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chronic pain group the maximum peak amplitude of the carriers is higher (more negative) compared to 

the non-carriers (figure 3).  

Based on the knowledge that both the COMT Val158Met and the OPRM1 A118G polymorphisms act on 

the mu-opioid system, post-hoc analyses were performed to test whether these two polymorphisms 

influenced each other. The results showed no confounding influences or interactions concerning these 

two polymorphisms. Furthermore, both COMT Val158Met and BDNF Val66Met polymorphisms have been 

shown to be involved in the development of depressive disorders. Moreover, there is a well known 

interplay between pain and depression. Post-hoc analyses revealed that individuals with chronic pain 

complaints reported more depressive symptoms (measured with the Beck Depression Inventory) 

compared to the pain free controls. However, depressive symptoms did not seem to have any influence 

on the interactions between group and genotype. 

 

Discussion 

The main goal of this study was to investigate the influence of three ‘pain candidate gene 

polymorphisms’ (COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G), on pain Event Related 

Potentials. It was investigated whether these polymorphisms influenced the cortical processing of 

experimental pain and whether the presence of clinical pain influences this. 

 The results demonstrate that the COMT Val158Met polymorphism did not have a direct (main) effect 

on the pain-ERP. In other words, independent of the covariates (intensity, trial number, sensation 

threshold group etc.), there was no difference in cortical pain processing between Met allele carriers 

and non-carriers. There was, however, an interaction between group and the Met allele (N2-component 

of T4), indicating that the effect of the COMT Met allele on the pain-ERP was moderated by the 

presence of chronic pain complaints. When chronic pain complaints are present, COMT Met carriers 

cortically process pain stimuli stronger than the non-carriers. When chronic pain complaints are absent 

the carriers have a weaker pain processing compared to the non-carriers. Thus, in this study, the 

expected pain augmenting effect of the COMT Met allele only occurs in a group of chronic pain patients. 

In a pain free population the Met allele has rather a beneficiary effect on the cortical processing of pain.  

Concerning the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism, the results show no differences in cortical pain 

processing between Met carriers and non-carriers. There was, however, a significant interaction 

between group and the Met allele at several locations. Similar to the results of the COMT polymorphism, 

the interaction between group and the BDNF Met allele demonstrates that when chronic low back pain 
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complaints are present, the Met allele carriers have stronger ERP amplitudes (P1 component) compared 

to the non-carriers. When chronic pain complaints are not present the non-carriers display stronger 

amplitudes. Again the expected pain augmenting effect of the BDNF Met allele only occurs when chronic 

pain complaints are present.  

The mu-opioid polymorphism OPRM1 A118G is the only one of these three polymorphisms that has 

previously been studied with the use of Event-Related Potentials. Lötsch and colleagues (2006) found 

that the G allele carriers had significantly lower peak amplitude compared to the non-carriers. In the 

present study such a significant effect of the G allele was not found. This difference in result may be 

explained by differences in pain stimulus (nasal CO2 stimulation vs. electrical stimulation), stimulus 

duration (200ms vs. 10ms) and paradigm (2 intensities vs. 5 intensities). There was, however only a 

marginally significant, a interaction between the G allele and group. This interaction indicated that when 

chronic pain complaints were not present the effect of the G allele was as hypothesized, G allele carriers 

had reduced pain processing as compared to the non-carriers. However, when pain complaints were 

present, the G allele carriers had a stronger cortical pain processing than the non-carriers. This means 

that the presence of chronic pain complaints changes the effect of the G allele. Where normally the G 

allele is related to a reduced response to pain, the presence of clinical pain complaints turns this effect 

around.  

Thus the results demonstrate that the presence of chronic pain complaints moderates the influence of 

the COMT, BDNF and OPRM1 polymorphisms on the cortical processing of experimental pain stimuli. 

There are several possible explanations for this effect. First, an explanation concerning the COMT 

Val158Met polymorphism might be alterations in endogeneous opioid system that are associated with 

chronic pain complaints (Bruehl, 1999). Jensen and colleagues (2009) reported that COMT Val158Met 

differences may be more expressed in individuals where the inhibitory nociceptive system is already 

challenged and sensitive. Furthermore, it is tempting to speculate that epigenetic mechanisms play a 

role in this.  Chronic exposures to environmental factors may result in dynamic changes of neuronal 

gene expression which may persist over time but can also be reversed (Jaenisch & Bird, 2003. Future 

research is needed to test this speculation. 

The main limitation of this study is most likely the relatively small number of healthy controls. Therefore 

only the alleles and not the genotypes could be studied. Studying genotypes could have given 

information about possible differences in cortical processing of pain stimuli, between the heterozygotes 

and homozygotes of the alleles of interest. . For that reason, further research with larger populations is 

needed for increased power. In addition stratified samples on genotype would result in an equal 
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distribution of genotype. Finally, including neuroimaging tools in further research would give more 

detailed information on which brain areas are influenced by these polymorphisms, since Event-Related 

Potentials have poor spatial resolution. 

The current study gives evidence that the COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G 

polymorphisms influence the cortical processing of experimental electrical pain stimuli, however not in a 

direct manner but rather under moderation of the presence of chronic pain complaints.  
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Figure 1. Interaction between the COMT 158Met allele and group. Maximum peak amplitudes of the N2-component at C4. 
Note that the y-axis displays negative numbers since this concerns a negative ERP component 
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Figure 2. Interaction between the BDNF 66Met allele and group. Maximum peak amplitudes of the P1-
component at Cz. 
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Figure 3. Interaction between the OPRM1 118G allele and group. Maximum peak amplitudes of the N2-component at Fz. 
Note that the y-axis displays negative numbers since this concerns a negative ERP component. 
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Pain has been studied and is still studied extensively because it is a complex phenomenon and because a 

number of unanswered questions regarding pain still remain. Despite a considerable progress in the 

development of (chronic) pain treatments, the occurrence of pain that lacks evident underlying 

pathology is still poorly understood and treatment often yields non-optimal results (Mes, 2007). The 

primary aim of this dissertation was to obtain more fundamental knowledge about Event (Pain) Related 

Potentials (ERPs). ERPs represent the cortical activity that occurs in response to painful stimuli and, as 

such, measure the involved, multidimensional, processes involved in pain.  

Chapter 2 of this dissertation described a study in which the multidimensional character of pain was 

demonstrated using the ERP technique. This study showed that the personality trait neuroticism 

influences the cortical processing of pain in healthy subjects. More specifically, the subfacets anxiety 

and depression were found to exhibit opposite directions of effect on the ERP, despite their strong 

positive correlation with one another on the scale/questionnaire level. Further, in this study, an 

alternative technique for analyzing ERPs was employed. The rationale for this alternative technique was 

that the ERP amplitude at any given point in time (latency) is considered to be a function of 

measurement/technical variables, paradigm variables and variables related to neurophysiological, 

(neuro)psychological and cultural characteristics within the subject. Therefore, restricting analyses to 

merely maximum peak components was thought to limit the amount of information that can be 

obtained from the pain-ERP. Performing linear regressions for every 10 milliseconds of the entire ERP 

latency, revealed specific latency ranges, not only surrounding peak components, where personality 

factors were significant predictors of ERP amplitude. Although this provided insight regarding how we 

can best explain the variance around an ERP curve, the translation of these results to the actual pain 

experience was problematic because these effects were not found in pain ratings. It was also recognized 

that the statistical method of conducting multiple linear regressions (150) substantially increases the risk 

of type I errors. Furthermore, because the study sample comprised only healthy university students, the 

question of whether similar results can be replicated in chronic pain patients arose.  

The above questions and concerns led to the initiation of a second experimental study in which chronic 

pain patients as well as pain-free control subjects were tested. This second study had three specific 

aims. First, the study endeavoured to investigate whether the multilevel analysis technique is an 

appropriate technique for the statistical handling of ERP data. Second, the study sought to explore how 

ERPs relate to subjective ratings in the laboratory and in daily life. Third, the study investigated 

differences in cortical processing between chronic pain patients and pain-free control subjects. 
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Multilevel analysis as a new and crucial technique in ERP analyses 

The ERP is a rather complex measure. Unlike, for instance, a VAS measure, the ERP does not provide 

only one measure but rather multiple measures, i.e. amplitudes, latencies, maximum peak amplitudes 

and areas. Indeed ERPs can offer more information than unidimensional measures such as VAS or pain 

ratings. However, the analysis and use of ERP data is very complex. ERP trials are therefore often 

averaged (aggregation). This not only makes it easier to handle the data, it also improves the signal to 

noise ratio (Fabiani et al, 2000). The author of this thesis, however, contends that the aggregation of 

data limits the information that can be obtained via the ERP technique. Particularly in pain research, it 

seems logical that people would react differently to the first stimulus they are presented with than they 

would to e.g. the thirtieth stimulus. This phenomenon, called habituation, refers to a decrease in 

response to a stimulus that is presented repeatedly (Cohen et al, 1997). When averaged ERPs are used 

in statistical tests, such as t-tests and analyses of variance (ANOVAs), trial-to-trial variability cannot be 

tested or corrected for. From a theoretical perspective, the multilevel regression technique may be a 

more appropriate technique for the analysis of ERPs and habituation within ERPs because single trial 

data can be analyzed and aggregation is unnecessary. Subsequently, within-subject variance and 

covariance can be modelled and studied in detail. Furthermore, since in multilevel analyses cases with 

missing values are not list-wise deleted the sample stays intact. All these theoretical advantages were 

tested the study described in chapter 3. The study confirmed the hypothesized advantages of the 

multilevel regression technique. The use of single trial data and the possibility to model beyond 

polynomial contrasts led to the finding that the amplitude of specific pain components of the ERP tend 

to follow not only a linear but also an inverse (1/x) decrease pattern across trials (habituation). 

Furthermore, because it was possible to test for random slopes (within-subject variance), it was 

established that individuals differ significantly in their reactions across stimulus intensities and in their 

habituation patterns, which, intuitively, makes sense. Finally, the inclusion of single trial data made it 

possible to test within-subject covariates and this led to the establishment of an interaction between 

the intensity of the previous stimulus and the intensity of the present stimulus. In other words, how 

people react cortically to certain stimulus intensities depends on the intensity of the prior stimulus. 

Again, intuitively, this appears to makes sense, even though this has not previously been mentioned in 

the literature.  

Evidently, the results of the this study clearly suggest that the multilevel technique – a technique that 

allows to investigate the variance around ERP amplitudes in more detail than more common statistical 
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methods do – is a promising, and in the authors ´opinion even necessary, statistical technique that may 

enable us to further unravel the pain-ERP.  

 

The pain-ERP in relation to subjective ratings of experimental pain and clinical pain 

ERPs are often used to draw conclusions about the subjective experience of pain. This, however, is 

rather complex. Previous studies have demonstrated correlations between specific pain-ERP peak 

components and subjective pain ratings (Harkins & Chapman, 1978; Chen et al, 1979; Miltner et al, 

1987; Garcia-Larrea et al, 1997). Although these bivariate correlations suggest a direct link between 

specific peak components and the subjective experience of pain, such correlations cannot control for 

confounding factors. The results presented in this dissertation (chapter 4) demonstrated that the 

relation between the pain-ERP and the subjective experience of pain is moderated by habituation over 

repeated trials and by the intensity of the pain stimulus. More specifically, the relation between specific 

pain-ERP components (especially P1 and P3) was found to diminish as the number of repeated trials 

increased. This implies that the translation of ERP amplitudes to subjective experience is dependent on 

the number of repeated trials. Furthermore, the relation between the pain-ERP and subjective pain 

ratings was found to increase as the intensity of the stimulus increased. Perhaps these interactions 

could be attributed to factors such as bias and catastrophizing. In fact, a major difference between the 

ERP and subjective ratings is that subjective ratings are influenced by various kinds of bias, such as 

individual differences in the ability to accurately describe or discriminate pain stimuli as well as numeric 

preference, while the amplitudes of the pain-ERP are not (Carlsson, 1983; Herr et al, 2004). The 

interaction effect concerning stimulus intensity found in the this study whereby the relation between 

ERP and subjective ratings increased as stimulus intensity increased may actually be because, as 

stimulus intensity increases, bias play less of a role. Furthermore, the finding that there is interaction 

concerning the effect of trial number may indicate that, as individuals habituate to a stimulus, factors 

such as bias may play an increasing role. This may explain why the relation between the pain-ERP and 

subjective ratings weakened. Naturally, this potential explanation needs to be validated in future 

research.   

Aside from the relation between the pain-ERP and subjective ratings, measured in the lab, an important 

issue is the transferability of experimental findings to daily life. Does the pain-ERP have predictive value 

for chronic pain complaints in daily life? The results presented in chapter 5 demonstrate this is indeed 

the case. The N2 components at Cz and C4 were significant predictors of the amount of pain 
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experienced in daily life. These specific ERP components were even stronger predictors compared to 

subjective ratings of experimental pain. These results suggest that based on the way people cortically 

react to experimental pain stimuli we can predict how much pain they experience in daily life. This is 

interesting, since this indicates that the ERP might be helpful in diagnostics. This point is discussed more 

extensively below.  

Clearly, the above suggests that the pain-ERP is not proportionally related to the subjective experience 

of pain. Stimulus properties such as intensity and processes such as habituation need to be taken into 

account when interpreting changes in the specific pain components of the ERP.  

 
Cortical differences between chronic pain patients and pain-free control subjects 

One of the most important questions in pain research is why some people develop chronic pain and 

others do not. What factors cause an acute pain complaint to become chronic? In this dissertation, two 

factors that may distinguish the cortical processing of chronic pain patients from that of healthy control 

subjects were investigated. These were habituation and genetic factors. Previous research has reported 

that chronic pain patients habituate to pain stimuli less than pain-free control subjects (Brandt 

&Schmidt, 1987; Arntz et al, 1990; Valeriani et al, 2003; Tommaso et al, 2005; Smith et al, 2008). As 

such, habituation has been posited as an explanation for the development of chronic pain.  Chapter six 

describes a study that investigated whether this difference in habituation is also present in cortical 

activity. The answer was affirmative. Chronic low back pain patients were found to exhibit less 

habituation to experimental pain than pain-free control subjects. An interesting finding was that 

depressive symptoms impact this difference. In fact, the study showed that chronic pain patients with 

depressive symptoms did not habituate at all. Although the study described in chapter six was cross-

sectional rather than longitudinal, and thus no conclusive implications about the cause of chronic pain 

can be made, the findings nonetheless yield interesting and relevant information. First, if chronic pain 

patients do not (or to a lesser degree) habituate to experimental pain, they probably also do not (or to a 

lesser degree) habituate to their own clinical pain. It is thus possible that this lack of habituation may in 

fact be a pain-sustaining factor. Second, given that depressive symptoms were found to influence the 

habituation of pain stimuli but only in the presence of clinical pain complaints, it is possible that 

depressive symptoms are in fact the result of the chronic pain complaints. A consequent vicious circle of 

increasing sensitivity (vigilance) to pain may influence habituation. This idea is supported by literature 

demonstrating an increased sensitivity to pain in depression (Lautenbacher & Krieg, 1994; Carter et al, 

2002). 
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The second factor that may explain differences in cortical processing between chronic pain patients and 

healthy control subjects is genetics. Studies have reported differences in gene polymorphisms between 

chronic pain patients and healthy control subjects (for review see, Fillingim et al, 2008). The COMT 

Val158Met, the BDNF Val66Met and the OPRM1 A118G gene polymorphisms are believed to influence 

the pain experience (Šerý et al, 2005; Max et al, 2006; Buskila, 2007). The study described in chapter 7 

sought to investigate the influence of these gene polymorphisms on the cortical processing of pain. The 

overall results did not reveal any influence of these gene polymorphisms on the pain-ERP. They also 

failed to demonstrate differences in allele or genotype distribution between chronic pain patients and 

healthy control subjects. The results did not replicate previous findings and thus do not support the 

contention that genetics directly influence pain. However, further (post-hoc) analyses did reveal that the 

influence of all three gene polymorphisms was moderated by group (chronic pain patients versus 

healthy control subjects). This suggests that the influence of these gene polymorphisms on the cortical 

processing of pain may be altered in the presence of chronic pain complaints. The expected pain-

augmenting effect of the COMT Met allele was found to occur only among chronic pain patients. Among 

pain-free control subjects, the Met allele was found to have a beneficial effect on the cortical processing 

of pain. This effect was similar for the BDNF Met allele. The G allele of the OPRM1 polymorphism was 

hypothesized to have a pain-reducing effect. This was only found when chronic pain complaints were 

not present. Among chronic pain patients, the OPRM1 G allele had a pain-augmenting, rather than a 

pain-reducing effect. The results thus demonstrated that the presence of chronic pain complaints 

moderates the influence of the COMT, BDNF and OPRM1 polymorphisms on the cortical processing of 

experimental pain stimuli. There are several possible explanations for this effect. First, an explanation 

concerning the COMT Val158Met polymorphism might be that there are alterations in the endogeneous 

opioid system that are associated with chronic pain complaints (Bruehl, 1999). Jensen and colleagues 

(2009) reported that COMT Val158Met differences may be more expressed in individuals where the 

inhibitory nociceptive system is already challenged and sensitive (Jensen et al, 2009). Second, the effect 

of chronic pain on cortical processing may be mediated via altering gene expression and chromatin via 

epigenetic mechanisms. Epigenetics refers to the heritable, but reversible, regulation of various genomic 

functions, which occurs not by affecting the actual DNA sequence but rather by modifying DNA-

associated molecules and chromatin (Jaenisch et al, 2003). Some examples of epigenetic modifications 

are genetic imprinting, X-inactivation, DNA-methylation and histone modifications such as acetylation 

and methylation (Dennis, 2003). Recent experimental animal work has indicated that epigenetic 

mechanisms are involved in the long-lasting effects of chronic exposures to environmental factors 
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(McClung& Nestler, 2008). For example, chronic exposure to social defeat stress in mice was found to 

significantly down-regulate mRNA levels of histone deacetylase-5 in the nucleus accumbens (Renthal et 

al, 2007). Chronic defeat stress in mice furthermore induced lasting down-regulation of BDNF transcripts 

and increased histone methylation (Tsankova et al, 2006). Interestingly, ongoing treatment with the 

tricyclic antidepressant imipramine reversed this down-regulation of BDNF transcripts while increasing 

histone acetylation at the corresponding promoters (Tsankova et al, 2006). Chronic exposures to 

environmental factors may thus result in dynamic changes to neuronal gene expression which can 

persist over time but can also be reversed. By exerting effects on gene expression, epigenetic 

mechanisms have also been shown to influence neuroplasticity (Borrelli et al, 2008). With this in mind, 

one could indeed hypothesize that chronic pain alters cortical function and neuroplasticity via altering 

epigenetic mechanisms. 

In sum, these findings suggest that differences in habituation between chronic low back pain patients 

and pain-free control subjects may explain the persistence of pain complaints. Furthermore, the COMT 

Met allele, the BDNF Met allele and the OPRM1 G allele were all found to increase cortical pain 

processing in the presence of chronic pain complaints and decrease cortical pain processing in the 

absence of chronic pain complaints. These gene-environment interactions are perhaps caused by 

epigenetic mechanisms.  

 

Putting the results together 

An overview of all the study results presented in this dissertation is displayed in figure 1. This figure 

shows all the significant relations and interactions. Future research should endeavor to, firstly, replicate 

the relations and interactions in this figure and, secondly, expand upon the figure with other pain-

influencing factors such as personality, pain coping mechanisms and other pain-relevant factors.  
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Clinical implications of this thesis 

This dissertation presents mostly experimental and fundamental research findings, but which clinical 

implications can be made? An important aim of this dissertation was to build a bridge between 

experimental findings and their clinical applications and implications. For this reason, not only pain-free 

control subjects were tested but also individuals with chronic low back pain. A cross-sectional 

comparison between these two groups provided insight with respect to how chronic pain complaints 

influence the processing of new (experimental) pain stimuli. The dysfunction of habituation in chronic 

pain patients described in chapter six may represent a mechanism by which pain complaints in chronic 

pain patients persist. In addition, the presence of depressive symptoms was found to augment this 

dysfunction even further. This provides additional evidence that the treatment of depressive symptoms 

can positively influence pain complaints.  

Pain-ERP 

Subjective pain  

(clinical) 

Subjective pain  

(experimental) 

Stimulus 

intensity 

Trial number 

(habituation) 

Group Genetics 

Depressive 

symptoms 

Figure 5 Overview of all the results presented in this dissertation. The solid lines represent a positive association. The dotted lines 

represent a negative association. Group = chronic pain patients versus pain-free control subjects (coded 1 and 0, respectively).   
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Another implication of the present experimental findings to clinical practice is to not only measure 

experimental pain in laboratories but to also in daily life. The results reported in this dissertation have 

demonstrated that experimental measures such as ERPs also have clinical value, especially with respect 

to predicting the amount of daily pain. As stated above, these results are rather preliminary and 

replication is necessary. However, with further research, it may be possible to use the pain-ERP as a 

diagnostic tool. This would be particularly useful for patients that cannot (adequately) communicate the 

amount of pain they experience (e.g. small children, people with dementia or people who are 

unconscious). A good assessment of the amount of pain experienced by non-communicative patients is 

essential for adequate pain management (Kwekkeboom & Herr, 2001). Currently, observational 

techniques such as the Critical-care Pain Observational Tool (CPOT) (Gelinas et al, 2006) and the Non 

Verbal Pain Scale (NVPS) (Odhner et al, 2003) are used. In order for these tools to work, comprehensive 

training is required. Additionally, the observations made are dependent on the person making them 

thus yielding observational bias. Consequently, the use a psychophysiological measure such as the pain-

ERP would be a significant improvement on current practice.  

 

Where to go from here 

The intention of this dissertation was to start unraveling the pain-ERP and provide impetus for 

additional research. As such, it has not only answered questions but also raised new questions in need 

of further attention. In this dissertation, the multilevel technique has been established as a promising 

statistical tool in ERP research. Fine-tuning is, however, necessary. As mentioned in chapter two, 

variance within the ERP does not only surround the maximum peak amplitudes. Throughout the whole 

latency range of the ERP curve, there is variance that needs to be explained. Therefore, measures such 

as the area under the curve or wavelets are an important addition to the maximum peak amplitude of 

ERP components. Also, wavelet denoising has been found to be useful in separating signal from noise in 

single trials (Quien Qiuroga, 2000). This dissertation posits that a combination of wavelet denoising and 

multilevel analyses would be a step forward in the development of a solid technique for the statistical 

handling of ERPs. Once a solid technique is established, the pain-ERP can continue to be unravelled. The 

ultimate goal would be to explain as much variance in the pain-ERP as possible. The model displayed in 

figure 1 is a starting point for this process. More psychological, cultural and environmental factors 

should to be included and investigated. Once this is accomplished, the pain-ERP will likely no longer be 

restricted to experimental research but will also be able to enter clinical practice. Lastly, more 
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longitudinal research is required in order to obtain additional knowledge about causality. It is important 

to determine whether differences in habituation between chronic pain patients and pain-free control 

subjects are trait-related, which is supported by the random slopes of habituation demonstrated in 

chapter 3, or caused by the presence of chronic pain complaints. Additionally, longitudinal research 

could likely provide more insight with respect to the relationship between pain and depression. The 

results presented in this dissertation have not indicated whether depressive symptoms cause or are 

caused by chronic pain complaints. This should be investigated further.   

 

Concluding remarks 

This dissertation demonstrates that the ERP technique is an appropriate tool that can be employed 

when conducting etiological pain research. ERP is a suitable and valuable pain measure that contains 

objective multidimensional information about pain processing. This is necessary for the assessment and 

investigation of the multidimensional nature of pain, which has been demonstrated in this dissertation 

by investigating the interaction between somatic (stimulus intensity, habituation, gene polymorphisms) 

and psychological factors (depressive symptoms). Additionally, multilevel analysis has proven to be an 

essential tool in unravelling the complex structure of the ERP of long lasting pain. Prospective studies 

that take the multidimensional nature of pain into account are imperative. 
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Summary 

Pain is a subjective experience. This means that not only psychical factors but also psychological, 

cognitive, social and environmental factors influence the way pain is perceived. This subjective character 

makes direct measurement of pain impossible. Pain Event-Related Potentials (pain-ERP) represent the 

cortical response to pain and are thought to be a more objective measure compared to self-report 

measures such as Visual Analogue Scales. However, the pain-ERP is a rather complex measure which 

contains considerable variability. This variability most probably is caused by other (pain-related) 

information which needs to be identified. This thesis discusses the use of Event-Related Potentials in 

pain research. More specifically, it discusses methodological concerns and ideas about unravelling the 

pain-ERP.  

 

Chapter 1 discusses the phenomenology and background of pain. It describes the development of 

different pain theories and how this development has changed over time. The theory that still 

dominates, the Gate-Control Theory (GCT), is described. The multidimensionality character of pain, 

which plays a central role in the GCT is discussed. A brief overview of the different brain areas that are 

involved in the processing of pain, is given. The difficulty in measuring pain as well as how Event-Related 

Potentials can serve as a more objective measure of pain compared to for instance Visual Analogue 

Scales, is described. Finally, an outline of the different chapters is given.  

 

Chapter 2 describes a study that led to the formation of the following chapters. This is the preliminary 

part. The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of neuroticism and its subfacets anxiety 

and depression on the way pain is processed cortically. Healthy students received painful and non 

painful electrical stimulation, while EEG was measured. The variance surrounding the ERP curve was 

explained by neuroticism and its subfacets. Neuroticism significantly moderated the ERP amplitudes, in 

that higher neuroticism scores were associated with higher ERP amplitudes. Furthermore, differential 

effects were found for the subfacets: anxiety reduced, whereas depression augmented pain-ERP 

amplitudes. These findings suggest that a personality trait reflecting bias towards negative emotions 

may moderate the way pain is processed cortically, with directionally different effects depending on 

whether the trait is expressed predominantly in the realm of anxiety or depression. 
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In Chapter 3 a new way of statistically analyzing Event-Potentials is proposed. Although multilevel 

analysis is not new, it has not yet been used in ERP research despite the clear theoretical advantages of 

this technique. Using data from an experimental design, in which pain-free controls with a broad age 

range received electrical stimulation while they underwent EEG registration, these theoretical 

advantages were tested in practice. The ability in multilevel analysis to include single trial data and to 

model beyond polynomial contrasts, led to the finding that the amplitude of specific pain components of 

the ERP tend to follow an inverse (1/x) decreasing pattern (habituation) across trials. Furthermore, the 

ability to test for random slopes resulted in the significant finding that individuals differ in their response 

across stimulus intensities and differ in their habituation pattern. Finally, because of the ability to 

include single trial data, it was possible to test within-subject covariates and this led to the finding that 

the intensity of the previous stimulus is in interaction with the intensity of the present stimulus. In other 

words, how persons cortically react to certain stimulus intensity, depends on the intensity of the 

stimulus given previous to the present one. The general conclusion was that the multilevel technique is 

a promising technique for explaining the variance surrounding the ERP curve.  

 

In Chapter 4 the relation between specific pain peak components of the ERP and the subjective 

experience of pain measured with Numeric Rating Scales is investigated. Using the multilevel technique, 

described in chapter 3 it was attempted to get a more detailed view on this relation compared to the 

bivariate correlations found in scientific literature. The results from previous studies could be replicated, 

though, in a weaker fashion. The multilevel technique did reveal that the relation between ERP peak 

components and the subjective experience of pain was moderated by stimulus intensity and trial 

(habituation). These results suggest that a direct translation from the pain-ERP to subjective experience 

is delicate and that factors such as stimulus intensity and habituation must be taken into account.  

 

Chapter 5 further explores the relation between the pain-ERP and subjective pain. However, in this 

chapter the subjective ratings of clinical pain are investigated. The aim of this study is to explore 

whether the pain-ERP measured in the laboratory has predictive value for clinical pain experience in 

daily life. Chronic low back pain patients filled in a two-week registration of their pain complaints. At 

baseline pain-ERPs were measured. The analyses reveal that not only the subjective ratings of the 

experimental pain stimuli (NRS), but, most interestingly, also the N2-component at Cz and C4 of the 

pain-ERP, significantly predict the subjective experience of clinical pain in daily life. Furthermore, when 

the N2 components and the NRS were corrected for each other, the ERP measures remained significant 
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predictors, whereas the subjective NRS did not. This study demonstrates that the pain ERP measured in 

an experimental laboratory setting has predictive value for clinical pain in daily life. 

 

In Chapter 6 cortical differences between chronic low back pain patients and pain free controls are 

investigated. More specifically, it is demonstrated that chronic low back pain patients show less 

habituation over trials compared to pain free controls. This suggests that chronic pain patients may 

perceive a painful stimulus longer as painful than pain free controls. Furthermore, depressive symptoms 

were found to moderate this difference in habituation.  In pain free controls, depressive symptoms have 

no effect on habituation, while in chronic low back pain patients they lead to a complete absence of 

habituation. One could speculate that this dysfunction in habituation might cause the development or 

perseverance of chronic pain complaints.  Longitudinal data is needed to validate this speculation.  

 

Chapter 7 describes a study that investigated the influence of specific gene polymorphisms on the 

cortical processing of pain. The COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met and OPRM1 A118G polymorphisms 

are hypothesized to be pain gene candidates. The results of this study could not replicate previous 

findings in which a difference in allele or genotype distribution was found between chronic pain patients 

and pain free controls.  Neither, differences in cortical pain processing between the alleles were found. 

However, it was found that the influence of these polymorphisms on the cortical pain processing was 

moderated by the presence of chronic pain complaints. Only in the presence of chronic pain complaints 

did the expected pain augmenting effect of the Met allele of the COMT and BDNF polymorphism occur. 

Furthermore, in the presence of chronic pain complaints the expected pain reducing effect of the G 

allele of the OPRM1 polymorphisms turned into a pain augmenting effect.  So the influence of genes on 

the cortical processing of pain is different for chronic pain patients than for pain free controls.  

 

Chapter 8 discusses and summarizes the results described in the previous chapters. A model is 

presented which combines all the different results.  An attempt is made to bridge the gap between 

experimental findings and clinical applications in the use of Event-Related Potentials. Finally, directions 

for future research are provided. 
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Samenvatting 

Pijn is een subjectieve ervaring. Dit betekent dat niet alleen fysieke factoren maar ook psychologische, 

cognitieve, sociale en omgevings factoren invloed hebben op de ervaring van pijn. Vanwege het 

subjectieve karakter van pijn is het onmogelijk om pijn direct te meten. Pijn ´Event-Related Potentials´ 

(pijn-ERP) zijn weergaven van de corticale verwerking van pijn en worden gezien als een objectievere 

maat van pijn in vergelijking tot zelfrapportage, met behulp van bijvoorbeeld visuele analoge schalen. 

Echter, het pijn-ERP is een complexe maat die aanzienlijk veel variabiliteit bevat. Deze variabiliteit wordt 

hoogstwaarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door andere (pijn-gerelateerde) informatie die geïdentificeerd dient te 

worden. Dit proefschrift bespreekt het gebruik van Event-Related Potentials in pijnonderzoek en meer 

specifiek, methodologische kritiekpunten en ideeën over het ontrafelen van het pijn-ERP. 

Hoofdstuk 1 betreft de algemene introductie van dit proefschrift. Het bespreekt de fenomenologie en 

achtergrond van pijn. Het beschrijft de ontwikkeling van verschillende pijn theorieën en hoe deze 

veranderden door de eeuwen heen. De theorie die tegenwoordig het meest wordt aangehouden, de 

Gate Control Theory (GCT), wordt uitvoerig in dit hoofdstuk besproken. Verder wordt het 

multidimensionele karakter van pijn, dat een centrale rol speelt in de GCT, behandeld. Een kort 

overzicht wordt gegeven van de verschillende hersengebieden die actief zijn bij de verwerking van pijn. 

Daarnaast wordt de moeilijkheid van het meten van pijn besproken en hoe Event-Related Potentials als 

objectievere maat van pijn ten opzichte van bijvoorbeeld Visual Analogue Scales kunnen dienen. Ten 

slotte geeft de algemene introductie een overzicht van de verschillende hoofdstukken van dit 

proefschrift. 

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een studie die leidde tot de totstandkoming van de navolgende hoofdstukken. Dit 

is de proloog. Het doel van deze studie was om de invloed van neuroticisme en twee onderliggende 

subfacetten (angst en depressie) op de corticale verwerking van pijn te onderzoeken. Gezonde 

studenten ontvingen pijnlijke en niet-pijnlijke stimuli, terwijl het EEG werd gemeten. De variantie 

rondom de ERP curves kon worden verklaard door neuroticisme en de subfacetten. Een significant 

hoofdeffect van neuroticisme liet zien dat personen met hogere neuroticisme scores, hogere ERP 

amplitudes hadden. Daarnaast werden er tegenovergestelde effecten van de subfacceten angst en 

depressie op het pijn-ERP gevonden: angst was gerelateerd aan lage amplitudes, terwijl depressie 

gerelateerd was aan hogere amplitudes. Deze resultaten suggereren dat een persoonlijkheidstrek, die 

een neiging tot het ervaren van negatieve emoties representeert, de corticale verwerking van pijn 
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beïnvloedt, waarbij de richting van het effect afhankelijk is van of deze trek overwegend geuit wordt in 

het subfacet angst of depressie.  

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een nieuwe manier gepresenteerd om Event-Related Potentials statistisch te 

analyseren. Deze manier is multilevel regressie ook wel mixed regression genoemd. Hoewel multilevel 

regressie geen nieuwe techniek is, is het tot nu toe nog niet gebruikt in de analyse van ERPs. Dit is 

opmerkelijk aangezien multilevel regressie op theoretische basis duidelijke voordelen biedt. In dit 

hoofdstuk worden deze theoretisch voordelen in de praktijk getest met behulp van data uit een 

experimentele studie waarbij gezonde proefpersonen, met uiteenlopende leeftijden, elektrische 

stimulatie kregen toegediend terwijl EEG werd gemeten. De mogelijkheid om in multilevel analyses losse 

trials te includeren en meer dan alleen polynomiale contrasten te modelleren, heeft tot de bevinding 

geleid dat de amplitude van pijn specifieke componenten van het ERP een niet lineair patroon van 

habituatie volgen over trials. Daarnaast, de mogelijkheid om ‘random slopes’ te modeleren heeft 

geresulteerd in de bevinding dat individuen verschillen van elkaar in de mate van habituatie. Tenslotte, 

het feit dat multilevel regressie data van losse trials kan analyseren heeft het mogelijk gemaakt om 

binnenpersonen covariantie te analyseren en dit leidde to de bevinding van een interactie tussen 

stimulus intensiteit van de huidige prikkel en stimulus intensiteit van de voorgaande prikkel. Dit 

betekent dat hoe personen corticaal reageren op een bepaalde stimulus intensiteit, afhankelijk is van de 

intensiteit van de voorgaande prikkel. De algemene conclusie van dit hoofdstuk is dat de multilevel 

regressie techniek een veelbelovende techniek is voor het verklaren van de variantie die om de ERP 

curve bestaat.  

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de relatie onderzocht tussen specifieke pijn componenten van het ERP en de 

subjectieve ervaring van pijn, gemeten met de Numeric Rating Scale (numerieke scores). Met behulp 

van de multilevel techniek, beschreven in hoofdstuk 3, is getracht om meer getailleerde informatie te 

verkrijgen over deze relatie dan  de bivariate correlaties die gevonden zijn in de literatuur. De resultaten 

van de literatuur konden gerepliceerd worden in de huidige studie, hoewel de effecten minder sterk 

leken. De multilevel regressie heeft verder laten zien dat de relatie tussen het ERP en de subjectieve 

ervaring van pijn gemodereerd wordt door stimulus intensiteit en habituatie (de hoeveelste prikkel). 

Deze resultaten geven aan dat men voorzichtig moet zijn met een directe vertaling van het pijn ERP naar 

subjectieve ervaring van pijn en dat er rekening dient te worden gehouden met factoren zoals stimulus 

intensiteit en habituatie.  
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Hoofdstuk 5 gaat verder met het onderzoek naar de relatie tussen het pijn-ERP en de ervaring van pijn. 

In dit hoofdstuk wordt echter de subjectieve ervaring van klinische pijn onderzocht. Het doel van de 

studie beschreven in dit hoofdstuk, is om te onderzoeken of het pijn-ERP, dat gemeten is in het lab, een 

voorspellende waarde heeft voor de ervaring van klinische pijn in het dagelijks leven. Chronische lage 

rugpijn patiënten vulden gedurende twee weken elke dag een vragenlijst in over hun pijn klachten. Bij 

het begin werd tevens een pijn-ERP gemeten. The analyses lieten zien dat naast een sterk voorspellende 

waarde van de subjectieve ervaring van experimentele pijn (NRS), ook het pijn-ERP (N2-component op 

Cz en C4) een sterk voorspellende waarde heeft voor de ervaring van pijn in het dagelijks leven. 

Daarnaast, wanneer de NRS en het pijn-ERP voor elkaar werden gecorrigeerd, bleek dat het pijn-ERP een 

significante voorspeller bleef, terwijl dit niet het geval was voor de NRS. Deze studie demonstreert dat 

het pijn-ERP, gemeten in een laboratorium, predictieve waarde heeft voor klinische pijn in het dagelijks 

leven.  

In hoofdstuk 6 worden corticale verschillen tussen chronische lage rugpijn patiënten en pijnvrije 

controles onderzocht. Specifiek wordt er gedemonstreerd dat chronische lage rugpijn patiënten minder 

habituatie vertonen over meerdere trials in vergelijking tot controles. Dit lijkt aan te geven dat 

chronische pijn patiënten een pijnlijke stimulus als langer pijnlijk ervaren dan pijnvrije controles. 

Daarnaast werd gevonden dat depressieve klachten hier een interacterend effect op hebben. In pijnvrije 

controles hebben depressieve klachten geen effect op de gewenning aan prikkels maar bij chronische 

pijn patiënten zorgen depressieve klachten voor een nog mindere habituatie van de prikkels. Men zou 

kunnen denken dat deze disfunctie in habituatie de oorzaak is van het ontstaan en in stand houden van 

chronische pijnklachten. Echter, longitudinaal onderzoek is nodig om dit te bevestigen. 

Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft een studie naar de invloed van specifieke gen polymorfismen op de corticale 

verwerking van pijn. De COMT Val158Met, BDNF Val66Met en OPRM1 A118G polymorfismen zijn 

gehypothetiseerde pijn gen kandidaten. De resultaten van deze studie konden niet eerder bevindingen 

repliceren waarin een verschil in allel of genotype distributie werd gevonden tussen chronische pijn 

patiënten en pijnvrije controles. Daarnaast werden er ook geen verschillen in corticale pijnverwerking 

gevonden tussen risico allel dragers en de ´niet-dragers´. Wat echter wel werd gevonden was dat de 

invloed van deze genpolymorfismen op de corticale pijnverwerking werd gemodereerd door het al dan 

niet hebben van chronische pijnklachten. Alleen in de aanwezigheid van chronische pijnklachten werd 

het verwachte pijnversterkende effect van het Met allel van zowel het COMT als BDNF polymorfisme 

gevonden. Daarnaast veranderde, in de aanwezigheid van chronische pijnklachten, het verwachte 
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pijndempende effect van het G allel van het OPRM1 genpolymmorfisme in een pijnversterkend effect. 

Deze resultaten geven aan dat de invloed van genen op de verwerking van pijn in de hersenen 

verschillend is voor chronische pijnpatiënten als voor pijnvrije mensen.  

Hoofdstuk 8 bespreekt de resultaten van de voorgaande hoofdstukken en geeft een samenvatting. Een 

model wordt gepresenteerd waarin alle resultaten worden gecombineerd. Een poging wordt gedaan om 

een brug te slaan tussen experimentele bevindingen en klinische toepassingen van het ERP. Tenslotte 

worden aanwijzingen voor gegeven toekomstig onderzoek. 
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